


En souvenir de | In memory of
Jean-Paul Dionne

Pour rendre hommage à Jean-Paul Dionne, un professeur dont la passion pour l’avancement
des connaissances n’avait d’égal que son dévouement pour ses étudiant.e.s.

Continuing in memory of Professor Jean-Paul Dionne, whose passion for the pursuit of
knowledge was matched only by his dedication to his students.
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Affirmation autochtone
Indigenous Affirmation

Dans l’intention de réinventer en permanence les activités savantes traditionnelles, telles que
les conférences universitaires, afin de mieux s’aligner sur la vérité et la réconciliation et de les
soutenir, il est important de reconnaître que le Symposium a lieu sur un territoire algonquin
non cédé.

With the intention to continuously reimagine traditional scholarly activities, such as academic
conferences, to better align with and support truth and reconciliation, it is important to
acknowledge that the Symposium takes place on unceded Algonquin territory.

Ni manàdjiyànànig Màmìwininì Anishinàbeg, ogog kà nàgadawàbandadjig iyo akì eko
weshkad. Ako nongom ega wìkàd kì mìgiwewàdj. Ni manàdjiyànànig kakina Anishinàbeg
ondaje kaye ogog kakina eniyagizidjig enigokamigàg Kanadàng eji ondàpinangig endàwàdjin
Odàwàng. Ninisidawinawànànig kenawendamòdjig kije kikenindamàwin; weshkinìgidjig kaye
kejeyàdizidjig. Nigijeweninmànànig ogog kà nìgànì sòngideyedjig; weshkad, nongom; kaye
àyànikàdj.

Nous rendons hommage au peuple algonquin, gardien traditionnel de cette terre. Nous
reconnaissons le lien sacré de longue date l’unissant à ce territoire qui demeure non cédé.
Nous rendons également hommage à tous les peuples autochtones qui habitent à Ottawa,
qu’ils soient de la région ou d’ailleurs au Canada. Nous reconnaissons les gardien.ne.s des
savoirs traditionnels, jeunes et âgé.e.s. Nous honorons aussi leurs courageuses dirigeantes
et leurs courageux dirigeants d’hier, d’aujourd’hui et de demain.

We pay respect to the Algonquin people, who are the traditional guardians of this land. We
acknowledge their longstanding relationship with this territory, which remains unceded. We
pay respect to all Indigenous people in this region, from all nations across Canada, who call
Ottawa home. We acknowledge the traditional knowledge keepers, both young and old. And
we honour their courageous leaders: past, present, and future.
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Bienvenue au
Symposium Jean-Paul Dionne 2023

Le comité organisateur est heureux de vous souhaiter la bienvenue au Symposium Jean-Paul
Dionne (SJPD)!

Cette année, notre thème, Sphères de soutien : Un réseau de soins en éducation, centre le
soutien comme un élément essentiel de l’éducation. Le soutien est bénéfique tant pour les
apprenantes et apprenants que pour les éducatrices et éducateurs. Il ne s’agit pas seulement
de prendre en compte la santé physique d’une personne, mais aussi sa santé mentale et son
bien-être spirituel et émotionnel.

Avec la popularité croissante de cadres tels que les théories des systèmes, l’éducation est en
train de se transformer pour reconnaître la valeur non seulement des uns et des autres, mais
aussi de systèmes et de réseaux sociaux entiers. Notre réseau de soins fait appel à de
nombreuses personnes, notamment les parents, les camarades de classe, les prestataires de
soins de santé, les conseillères et conseillers et les éducatrices et éducateurs formels et
informels. Nous sommes tous connectés, et il est temps d’explorer ces connexions et
d’exposer leurs forces et leurs faiblesses.

Nous espérons sincèrement que notre Symposium contribuera à votre développement
professionnel et vous permettra de partager vos idées avec votre communauté scolaire tout
en établissant des relations universitaires durables. 

Veuillez vous familiariser avec le code de conduite relatif aux événements du SJPD.

Encore une fois, bienvenue! 

Le Comité organisateur du Symposium Jean-Paul Dionne 2023

Joignez-vous à la conversation pendant le Symposium
@SJPD_JPDS  #SJPDJPDS2023
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Welcome to the 2023
Jean-Paul Dionne Symposium

The Organizing Committee is pleased to welcome you to the Jean-Paul Dionne Symposium!

This year, our theme, Spheres of Support: A Network of Care in Education, centers support as
a critical element of education. Support does not exist in vacuum; only by embedding support
in every facet of education can it truly benefit both learners and educators alike. It’s not only
about considering one’s physical health, but also mental health and spiritual/emotional
wellbeing.

With the rising popularity of frameworks such as Systems Theories, education is being
transformed to recognize the value of not just one another, but entire social systems and
networks. Our network of care requires many individuals, including parents, fellow students,
health care providers, counselors, and educators both formal and informal. We are all
connected, and it’s time we explore those connections and expose their strengths and
weaknesses.

We sincerely hope that this Symposium will provide you with opportunities to grow
academically, to share your ideas, and to form lasting collegial friendships.

Please familiarize yourself with the Code of Conduct pertaining to JPDS events.

Again, welcome!

Jean-Paul Dionne Symposium 2023 Organizing Committee

Join the conversation during the Symposium
@SJPD_JPDS  #SJPDJPDS2023
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Comité organisateur | Organizing
Committee

Symposium Jean-Paul Dionne 2023
Jean-Paul Dionne Symposium 2023

Co-présidentes | Co-Leads

Janelle Fournier (elle/la/she/her)
Natalie Magdalena Sadowski (she/they/ille)

Membres de l’équipe | Team Members

Amanda Battistuzzi (she/her/elle)
Sarah McGinnis (she/her)

Hannah Sutherland (she/her/elle)
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Mot de la vice-doyenne à la recherche et au
développement professionnel

Le Symposium Jean-Paul Dionne est un événement majeur de la Faculté d'éducation, mené
par et pour les étudiants diplômés. Depuis près de 40 ans, nous organisons ce symposium
annuel bilingue qui vise à donner la parole aux étudiants pour qu'ils partagent leurs
recherches et apprennent les uns des autres. Cet événement a vu le jour et se poursuit grâce
à la vision du professeur Jean-Paul Dionne et au soutien de sa famille.

Le thème de cette année est « Sphères de soutien : Un réseau de soins en éducation ». Dans
le cadre de ce thème, nous entendons l'éducation au sens large - y compris les structures
formelles de scolarisation, mais aussi les façons dont nous apprenons et vivons dans les
communautés. Nous reconnaissons de plus en plus le rôle essentiel de la santé et du
bien-être dans tous les aspects de l'éducation. Ce thème se retrouve dans l'incroyable liste de
sessions ainsi que dans le travail des orateurs principaux, la professeure Virginie Abat-Roy
(UMoncton) et le Dr Fady Shanouda (Carleton U).

Ce symposium ne serait pas possible sans le leadership et le dévouement du comité
organisateur du symposium JPDS : Les codirectrices Janelle Fournier et Natalie Sadowski
ainsi que Amanda Battistuzzi, Sarah McGinnis et Hannah Sutherland. Elles se sont
surpassées pour assurer le succès du symposium. Merci !

Je tiens également à remercier nos professeurs et l'équipe de marketing et de communication
pour leur soutien.

Jess Whitley
Vice-doyenne à la recherche et développement du personnel
Kikinàmàgoziwin / Faculté d'Education
Université d'Ottawa
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A Word from the Vice-Dean, Research and
Professional Development

The Jean-Paul Dionne Symposium is a major event at the Faculty of Education, led by and for
graduate students. For almost 40 years, we have hosted this annual bilingual Symposium that
aims to give voice to students to share their research and learn from and with each other. This
event began and continues due to the vision of Professor Jean-Paul Dionne and to the
support of his family.

This year’s theme is “Spheres of Support: A Network of Care in Education”. Within this theme,
we understand education broadly – including formal structures of schooling but also the ways
we learn and live in communities. We increasingly recognize the critical role of health and
wellbeing in all aspects of education. This theme can be traced throughout the incredible line
up of sessions as well as within the work of keynote speakers, Professor Virginie Abat-Roy
(UMoncton) and Dr. Fady Shanouda (Carleton U).

This symposium would not be possible without the leadership and dedication of the JPDS
symposium organizing committee: Co-directors Janelle Fournier and Natalie Sadowski as well
as Amanda Battistuzzi, Sarah McGinnis, and Hannah Sutherland. They have gone above and
beyond to ensure the success of the symposium. Thank you!

I would also like to thank our professors and the marketing and communication team for their
support.

Jess Whitley
Vice-Dean, Research and Professional Development
Kikinàmàgoziwin / Faculty of Education
University of Ottawa
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Qui est Jean-Paul Dionne? | Who is
Jean-Paul Dionne?

Professeur Jean-Paul Dionne a commencé sa carrière à l’Université d’Ottawa en 1966 en tant
que chargé de cours en mathématiques. Il a par la suite joint les rangs de la Faculté des arts
en 1971, à titre de professeur adjoint. C’est en 1976 qu’il s’est joint à la Faculté d’éducation et
y a maintenu une carrière florissante jusqu’à sa retraite en juin 1996. Durant toute sa carrière
en tant que professeur, il était reconnu pour la qualité du soutien qu’il offrait à ses
étudiant.e.s, pour sa rigueur intellectuelle et pour ses contributions en recherche qualitative et
quantitative, en statistiques et en sciences cognitives. 

Reconnu pour son travail remarquable à titre de directeur de thèse et de professeur,
Jean-Paul Dionne a reçu le prestigieux Prix d’excellence en enseignement décerné par
l’Université d’Ottawa en 1995. Toujours en gardant en tête l’intérêt et le bien des étudiant.e.s,
Professeur Dionne a fondé le Symposium des étudiant.e.s aux cycles supérieurs dans le but
de permettre à celles-ci/ceux-ci d’acquérir de l’expérience et de développer les compétences
nécessaires pour réussir. Organisé par les étudiant.e.s diplômé.e.s de la Faculté d’éducation,
cet événement reflète toujours ses préoccupations premières : « Écouter, questionner et
supporter » et offre aux étudiant.e.s l'occasion de présenter leurs travaux scientifiques et de
participer à l'organisation d'un colloque universitaire.

Dr. Jean-Paul Dionne joined the University of Ottawa community in 1966 as a lecturer in
mathematics. First becoming an adjunct professor in 1971 in the Faculty of Arts, Dr. Dionne
joined the Faculty of Education in 1976, where he stayed, until his retirement, twenty years
later, in June of 1996. He was widely recognized for the quality of support he provided to his
students, his intellectual rigour, and his contributions to the fields of quantitative and
qualitative research methods, statistics, and cognitive science.

In 1995, Dr. Dionne was nominated for, and won, the University of Ottawa’s prestigious Award
for Excellence in Teaching, an acknowledgement of his outstanding work as a thesis
supervisor and as a professor. This symposium, founded by Dr. Dionne in 1986 as the
Graduate Student Symposium, was part of his commitment to helping students gain the
experience and skills necessary to succeed. Organized by graduate students within the
Faculty of Education, it was, and continues to be, the embodiment of his motto, “Listen,
challenge, and support”, providing opportunities for students to present their scholarly work
and participate in the organization of an academic conference.
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Collaborateurs | Collaborators

Nous tenons à souligner la généreuse contribution de nos partenaires et commanditaires qui
ont rendu possible cet événement :

We would like to acknowledge the generosity of our partners and sponsors through which this
event was made possible:
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Collaborateurs | Collaborators

Le bureau de la vice-doyenne à la recherche et au développement professionnel, y compris |
The Office of the Vice-Dean, Research and Professional Development, including:

Jess Whitley

Michele Boyer

L’équipe de marketing et communication de la Faculté d’éducation, notamment |
The Faculty of Education Marketing and Communications Team, notably:

Christine Cusack

Nora Ouchen

Nos bénévoles | Our volunteers:

Adam Kaszuba
Kara Michalov

Cam Smith
Jenny Stodola

Sam Van Geel
Fatemeh Zamanpour

Shaily Zolfaghari

Services de traduction | Translation services:

Anne-Marie Tudorache

Soutien technique | Technical support:

Jonathan Weber
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Évaluation par les pairs | Peer Review
Nous voulons remercier nos évaluatrices et nos évaluateurs pour leur travail rigoureux tout au
long du processus d’évaluation par les pairs. Le Symposium n’aurait pas été possible sans
leurs efforts.

We would like to thank each and every one of our peer reviewers for their hard work during
the peer review process. The Symposium would not have been possible were it not for their
efforts and rigour.

Corps professoral | Professors:

Virginie Abat-Roy
Stephanie Arnott
Trista Hollweck
Awad Ibrahim
Lerona Lewis

Sachin Maharaj
Tricia McGuire-Adams

Angus McMurtry
Sophie Ménard
John Ranellucci

Carolina Ruminot
Christine Tippett

Jess Whitley

Corps étudiant | Students:

Ijeoma (Ije) Aboaja
Alex Adams
Ifrah Akbar

Cristelle Audet
Amanda Battistuzzi*

Heather Brittain
Xingtan Cao
Aide Chen

Emily Dobrich
Karen D’souza

Janelle Fournier*
Meg Garrard

Julianne Gerbrandt
Rob Grant

Harriet Greenstone
Samantha Johnson

Adam Kaszuba
Howard Liao

Golshan Mahjoub
Sarah McGinnis*

Susan Mielke
Awa Ndiaye

Kayla Michelle Paradiso
M Rahmoune

Mai Rizik
Natalie Sadowski
Jennifer Slagus

Cam Smith*
Jenny Stodola

Hannah Sutherland
Anne Thériault

Melissande Trottin
TifanieValade

Samantha Van Geel
Daphne Varghese

Frank Ventrella
Jonathan Weber

Yaya Yao
Yutao Zhao

*Étudiant.e qui enseigne à temps partiel à uOttawa | Student who teaches part time at uOttawa
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Horaire | Schedule
Cliquez sur un titre pour voir son résumé | Click on a title to view the abstract

JEUDI / THURSDAY le 2 mars | March 2023

Heure
Time

Salle Zoom 1
Zoom Room 1

Salle Zoom 2
Zoom Room 2

Salle Zoom 3
Zoom Room 3

*Salle en français |
French room*

Salle Zoom 4
Zoom Room 4

8h30 - 8h45 Bienvenue !
Welcome!

8h45 - 10h15

1. Ignite Sessions

2. Are Digital Images
Captured by

Smartphones Adequate
for Histology Teaching?

Safaa El Bialy,
Alexander Pearson

1. Impact of an
Educator’s Positive
Involvement on the

Mental Development of a
Child Facing Neglect and

Abuse at Home
Ifrah Akbar

2. The Dramatic Rise of
International Secondary

School Students in
Canada: Exposing
Vulnerabilities and

Recognizing
Responsibilities

Helen Liu

3. Learning to Interview:
A Motion-Sensing Inquiry

into Two Graduate

1. Using Online
Assessments in the Age

of Covid-19: An
Exploratory Study of

Cognitive Load in
Higher-Education

Teachers
Anushka Sajani

Karunaweera

2. Exploring the potential
of embodied learning and

relational education
theories: Towards

educational systems
transformation through
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Students’ Experiences of
Phenomenological

Presence
Derya Sahingil, Michael

Dougan, Rebecca
Lloyd

development of an ethics
of care

Emily Dobrich

3. Computational
Thinking in Mathematics

Education Through
Cognitive, Social and
Critical Perspectives

Hatice Beyza Sezer,
Immaculate Kizito

Namukasa

10h15 - 11h45

1. Moving Forward:
Fostering Mental

Wellness Care Amongst
Racialized Graduate

Students in Education
Sandra Dixon

2. What We Need and
What We Get: Voices

from Chinese
International Students on

Social Support
Hui xu

3. Welcoming the weird
and wonderful: Creating
classroom environments

that support
neurodiversity

1. Reversed Student
Mobility: Canadian

Exchange Students’
Motivations for Studying

in Mainland China
Shuai Yu

2. Online Heritage
Language Learning
Reduce Students'

Motivation
Nan Xiao

3. Gender-inclusive
science education:
Fostering support

amongst women science
teachers - not to be

moved time slots

1. Parents partenaires en
enseignement: De la
pratique à la théorie

Awa Ndiaye

2. Explorer l'état de
préparation du personnel

enseignant à
entreprendre l’ingénierie

en salle de classe
Janelle Fournier

Atelier | Workshop:

How Do We
(Un)Conference?

Barb Baker, Marcus
Narsaiya
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Adrienne Kitchin,
Jennifer Slagus

Shamnaz Arifin Mim

11h45 - 12h00 Pause santé | Health Break

12h00 - 13h15

Atelier proposé |
Featured Workshop:
Dr. Trista Hollweck

Pracademia in education:
What does it mean for
research and beyond?

Atelier proposé |
Featured Workshop:

Patrick Labelle

Choisir où publier sa
recherche

13h15 - 13h30 Pause santé | Health Break

13h30 - 15h00

Séance plénière |
Keynote:

Prof Virginie Abat-Roy

Vers une pédagogie
universelle : comprendre

et mettre en œuvre
l’inclusion scolaire

*Lien unique pour cette
séance | Unique link for

this session*

15h00 - 15h15 Pause santé | Health Break

15h15 - 16h45
1. What might a

pedagogy of love be? My
initial conceptual

theoretical framing

1. Native and Non-Native
English-Speaking

Teachers

Séance de
perfectionnement

professionnel |
Professional

Development Session:
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Candace Gallagher

2. The lived experiences
of doctoral students

through an equity lens
Jenny Stodola, Derya

Sahingil

3. How Trauma Impacts
Postsecondary

Aspirations: Intentional
System Coordination to

Support In-Risk Students
During Planning and

Transition
Erin Anderson, April

King

Kayla Michelle
Paradiso

2. Digital Inequalities in
Ontario: A Collective

Case Study
Frank Ventrella

The comics creation as a
pedagogical strategy
Geusiane Tocantins,

Juliana Freire

16h45 - 17h00
Mot de clôture de la

journée
Closing remarks of the

day
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VENDREDI / FRIDAY le 3 mars | March 2023

Heure
Time Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4

LMX 4th floor

8h00-8h45 Registration and
breakfast

LMX 223 LMX258 LMX 257

08h45 - 9h45

Atelier | Workshop:

Podcasting 101 for
Academics

Carene Pierre Rene,
Xingtan Cao

1. Examining the Ties
and Influence of

Philanthropic
Foundations on Social
Innovation Initiatives in
Canadian Universities

Daphne Varghese

2. A Narrative Inquiry into
the Lived Experiences of

Graduate Counselling
Psychology Students

Working with
Psychotherapy Clients
Kate Higgison, Nilufar

Mokhtarian

1. Portrait des pratiques
d’enseignants de

l’Ontario francophone
utilisant la littérature

bi-/plurilingue
Melissande Trottin,

Joel Thibeault

2. Pratiques éducatives
ouvertes au

postsecondaire en milieu
minoritaire francophone

au Canada : défis et
possibilités pour viser
l’équité linguistique

Catherine Lachaîne

9h45 - 10h00 Pause santé
Health Break

CRX C240 & online
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10h00 - 11h30

Séance plénière |
Keynote:

Dr. Fady Shanouda

Maddening Higher
Education: Beyond
Frameworks and

Transfers

*Participation en ligne -
lien unique pour cette

séance | Online
participation - unique link

for this session*

LMX477

11h30 - 12h45
Séance d'affiches et

dîner
Poster Session & Lunch

LMX243 CRX C320 CRX C321 CRX C322

12h45 - 13h45

Séance de
perfectionnement

professionnel |
Professional

Development Session:

Expanding Our
Understanding of Holistic
Teaching and Learning

Jenny Stodola

1. Une revue de la portée
sur la

(cis-)hétéronormativité
en contexte de formation

à l’enseignement en
éducation physique : une

histoire (qui sera)
répétée

Nicolas Gourde

2. Le porte-parole
patronal en situation de

négociation
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intraorganisationnelle
dans les rapports

collectifs de travail d’un
centre de services
scolaire du Québec
François Grégoire

LMX243

13h45 - 14h30
Pause santé et

bibliothèque vivante |
Health Break & Living

Library

LMX243 CRX C320 CRX C321 CRX C322

14h30 - 16h00

1. Pedagogical
Possibilities and

Limitations of
Implementing Seamless
Learning Environments

(SLE) for
Second/Foreign

Language Education
Shaily Zolfaghari

2. The Relationship
between Pre-Service
Teachers’ Academic

Engagement and Their
Commitment to Teaching

as a Career Choice
Seyed Hossein Kalati

1. Understanding
Students' Experiences
and Social Perceptions

of Their Peers in
Linguistically Diverse

Mathematics Classrooms
Yutao Zhao

2. Mathematical
Competence and French

Immersion in New
Brunswick: Exploring

Gatekeepers to Official
Language Bilingualism
Julianne Gerbrandt
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3. Coping with
Loneliness

Alexia Quraeshi

LMX 477

16h00 - 17h15

Collation et panel
Snack & Panel

Ce que j’aurais aimé
savoir : conseils de
doctorantes et de

doctorants

Things I Wish I Knew:
Advice from PhD

students

LMX 477

17h15 - 17h30
Mot de la fin, prix de

présence
Closing remarks, prizes
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Séance plénière Dr Fady Shanouda
Dr Shanouda est un spécialiste des études critiques sur le
handicap qui s’appuie sur le nouveau matérialisme féministe
pour examiner les expériences des étudiant.e.s ayant des
handicaps et fous dans l’enseignement supérieur. Ses
contributions scientifiques se situent aux intersections théoriques
et pédagogiques des études sur le handicap, la folie et le gras
(en anglais, Disability, Mad, and Fat Studies) et comprennent des
examens socio-historiques qui mettent en lumière les
interconnexions du colonialisme, du racisme, de la discrimination
fondée sur la capacité physique, du sanisme et de la queer- et
transphobie. Il a publié des articles savants sur les questions
liées au handicap dans l’enseignement supérieur, sur l’histoire
du handicap au Canada et sur l’apprentissage communautaire. Il
est professeur adjoint au Feminist Institute of Social
Transformation (FIST) de l’Université Carleton. Il mène cette

recherche en se positionnant de façon diverse, en tant que personne handicapée, obèse, de
couleur, immigrant et colon qui vit, travaille et crée sur les territoires ancestraux et
traditionnels de la nation algonquine.

Titre de la présentation : La folie de l'enseignement supérieur : Plus que des cadres et des
transferts
Description: Cette conférence explorera et critiquera les réponses des institutions
d'enseignement supérieur à la folie. Elle examinera les développements politiques récents,
tels que les cadres de santé mentale, et les pratiques plus anciennes, telles que les transferts
d'étudiantes et étudiants en détresse des universités vers les hôpitaux qui utilisent des
moyens de contention physiques (menottes) et chimiques (médicaments). Dans le cadre de
leur projet de fin d'études, qui suivait les principes de l'apprentissage par projet, deux classes
d’études de la folie ou « Mad Studies » de l'Université Carleton ont étudié et exploré ces
sujets. Elles ont développé des réponses critiques sous la forme d'un cadre de santé mentale
de la folie et d'une série de podcasts en quatre parties critiquant la violence des transferts.
Cette présentation cherche à décortiquer ces formes subtiles et explicites de sanisme sur les
campus et à démontrer, à travers ces projets de classe, le besoin d'approches pédagogiques
alternatives qui donnent la priorité au bien-être et à l'autonomie des étudiantes et étudiants et
qui activent simultanément l'apprentissage des étudiantes et étudiants pour un changement
collectif.

*Veuillez noter que la session sera conduite en anglais, traduite en français et diffusée en
ligne.*
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Keynote Speaker - Dr. Fady Shanouda
 
Dr. Shanouda is a critical disability studies scholar who draws on
feminist new materialism to examine disabled and mad students’
experiences in higher education. His scholarly contributions lie at
the theoretical and pedagogical intersections of disability, mad,
and fat studies and include socio-historical examinations that
surface the interconnections of colonialism, racism, ableism,
sanism, and queer- and transphobia. He has published scholarly
articles on disability-related issues in higher education, on
Canadian disability history, and on community-based learning.
He is an assistant professor at the Feminist Institute of Social
Transformation (FIST) at Carleton University. He conducts this
research diversely-positioned as a disabled, fat, POC, immigrant
and settler who is living, working and creating on the ancestral
and traditional territories of the Algonquin nation.

Title of the presentation: Maddening Higher Education: Beyond Frameworks and Transfers

Description: This talk will explore and critique higher education institutions’ responses to
madness. It will examine recent policy developments, such as mental health frameworks and
more long-standing practices, such as mental health transfers of distressed students from
universities to hospitals that employ physical (handcuffs) and chemical (pharmaceutical)
restraints. As part of their final class project, which followed the tenets of project-based
learning, two Mad Studies classes at Carleton University researched and explored these
subjects. They developed critical responses in the shape of a maddened mental health
framework and a four-part podcast series critiquing the violence of transfers. This presentation
seeks to unpack these ongoing subtle and explicit forms of sanism on campuses and
demonstrate, through these classroom projects, the need for alternative pedagogical
approaches that prioritize student well-being and autonomy and simultaneously activate
student learning for collective change.

*Please note that the session will be conducted in English, live translated into French, and
streamed online.*
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Séance plénière - Professeure Virginie
Abat-Roy

Virginie Abat-Roy est professeure en inclusion scolaire à la
Faculté des sciences de l’éducation de l’Université de Moncton.
Sa recherche doctorale étudie l’expérience de l’accessibilité et
l’inclusion pour les personnes en situation de handicap et ayant
un chien-guide ou d’assistance grâce à une approche
participative PhotoVoix. Ses recherches sont financées en partie
par le CRSH et le FRQSC. Elle est passionnée par l’équité, la
diversité, l’inclusion et l’accessibilité tant sur les plans scolaires
que sociaux.

Dans les dernières années, Virginie Abat-Roy a contribué à la
formation d’enseignant·es et de gestionnaires dans plusieurs
domaines, ainsi qu’à l’accompagnement d’élèves à besoins
particuliers dans la région d’Ottawa. Elle est constamment à la
recherche de moyens pour amplifier les voix des personnes

marginalisées et pour célébrer l’unicité des élèves. Ses champs d’intérêt sont l’inclusion, la
prévention de l’exclusion, l’accessibilité universelle, les pratiques pédagogiques innovantes et
l’intersectionnalité. Elle est toujours accompagnée de Toulouse, un chien d’assistance de la
Fondation Mira.

Titre de la présentation : Vers une pédagogie universelle : comprendre et mettre en œuvre
l’inclusion scolaire

Description: Ce webinaire sera l’occasion d’explorer la pédagogie inclusive en partant de ses
fondements historiques et sociaux, vers les grandes approches préconisées de nos jours, et
ce dans une visée d’enseignement pour tous. Dans l’optique de poursuivre notre avancée
dans ce continuum, l’adoption d’une pédagogie universelle est privilégiée, y compris à
l’université. Cette conférence se veut accessible aux intervenants sur le terrain, que ce soit
dans nos écoles ou au post-secondaire, afin de les aider à mieux comprendre les fondements
de l’inclusion scolaire, ses retombées pour les personnes impliquées, et leur offrir des
ressources et des stratégies d’inclusion.

**Veuillez noter que la séance se passera en français.**
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Keynote Speaker - Professor Virginie
Abat-Roy

Virginie Abat-Roy is a professor of inclusive education in the
Faculty of Education at the Université de Moncton. Her doctoral
research explores the experience of accessibility and inclusion
for people with disabilities who have a guide or service dog
through a participatory PhotoVoice approach. Her research is
funded in part by SSHRC and the FRQSC. She is passionate
about equity, diversity, inclusion and accessibility in both
academic and social settings.

In recent years, Virginie Abat-Roy has contributed to the training
of teachers and administrators in several fields, as well as to the
accompaniment of students with special needs in the Ottawa
region. She is constantly looking for ways to amplify the voices of
marginalized folks and to celebrate the uniqueness of students.
Her areas of interest are inclusion, exclusion prevention,
universal accessibility, innovative educational practices and

intersectionality. She is always accompanied by Toulouse, a service dog from the Mira
Foundation.

Title of the presentation: Towards Universal Pedagogy: Understanding and Implementing
Inclusive Education

Description: This webinar will explore inclusive pedagogy from its historical and social
foundations, to the broad approaches advocated today, with an eye toward education for
everyone. In order to continue our progress along this continuum, the adoption of a universal
pedagogy is favoured, including at the university level. This conference talk is intended to be
accessible to people working in the field, whether in our schools or at the post-secondary
level, in order to help better understand the foundations of inclusive education, its impact on
those involved, and to offer resources and strategies for inclusion

**Please note that the session will be conducted in French**.
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Panel d’étudiantes et d’étudiants

Ce que j’aurais aimé savoir : conseils de
doctorantes et de doctorants

L’obtention d’un doctorat est un processus
de plusieurs années, souvent difficile,
parsemé de moments gratifiants. Il est
souvent décrit comme une expérience de «
pics et de vallées », où certaines étapes
sont marquées par des moments de grand
succès, et d’autres par des difficultés. Cette
année, le thème du Symposium est centré
sur le soutien et sur la création d’un réseau
de soins au sein de l’éducation. Ce panel
espère favoriser un réseau de soutien entre
les doctorantes et doctorants, non
seulement pour les moments difficiles du
processus, mais aussi pour les moments de
gloire. Les panélistes, tous à des stades
différents de leur parcours doctoral,
partageront des conseils et des choses
qu’ils auraient aimé savoir sur l’une des «
mini-étapes » suivantes de l’achèvement
d’un doctorat : l’achèvement des cours et
l’intégration dans la vie du doctorat,
l’examen de synthèse, la proposition de
thèse et l’approbation de la demande
d’éthique, et enfin, la rédaction et la

soutenance de la thèse elle-même. Bien que ce panel ne puisse pas couvrir tous les petits
moments de l’achèvement d’un doctorat, nous espérons que le fait de partager ce qui a
permis à nos panélistes de franchir ces « étapes » encourage le public à construire et/ou à
élargir leur réseau de soutien.

Un gros merci à nos panélistes : Hannah Sutherland, Elie Ndala, Daphne Varghese et Billie
Jane Hermosura.
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Student Speaker Panel 
Things I Wish I Knew: Advice from PhD students

Completing a doctorate is a years-long,
often challenging process, with rewarding
moments scattered throughout. It is often
described as a “peaks and valleys”
experience, where certain stages are
marked by moments of great success, and
others by difficulty. This year, the theme of
the symposium is centered on support and
creating a network of care within education.
This panel hopes to foster a network of
support amongst PhD students, not just for
the difficult moments of the process, but
also for the mountaintop moments. The
panelists, all at different stages of their
doctoral journey, will share advice and the
things they wish they knew about about one
of the following “mini milestones” of
completing a doctorate: the completion of
courses and integrating into PhD life,
comprehensive exams, the dissertation
proposal and ethics approval, and finally,
the writing and defense of the dissertation
itself. While this panel can’t possibly cover
all the small moments of completing a

doctorate, we hope that sharing what got our panelists to the “milestones” will encourage the
audience to build and/or expand their network of support.

A big thank you to our panelists: Hannah Sutherland, Elie Ndala, Daphne Varghese and Billie
Jane Hermosura.
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Ateliers proposés | Featured Workshops

Pracademia in education: What does it mean for research and beyond?
Dr. Trista Hollweck (she/her)

What is pracademia? Who is a pracademic? What role does positionality play in research and
beyond? These are the questions that will be explored in this interactive virtual presentation.
As a self-identified pracademic, or someone who simultaneously straddles the worlds of
practice, policy, and academia, Dr. Trista Hollweck will discuss how her pracademic
positionality not only informed her doctoral research project, but led to important networking,
writing, knowledge mobilization and career opportunities. Participants in this session will
contribute to the continuing and evolving conversation around pracademia and its relevance,
role, and possibilities.

Choisir où publier sa recherche
Patrick Labelle

Le monde de l’édition savante est en constante évolution ce qui rend la tâche difficile pour
l’auteur/l’autrice voulant choisir une revue appropriée à laquelle soumettre un manuscrit. Au
cours de cet atelier pratique, découvrez comment utiliser divers critères pour choisir un lieu de
publication, reconnaître les pratiques des revues prédatrices, peser le pour et le contre des
mesures d’impact et accroître la portée de votre recherche grâce au libre accès.

● Les participants à cet atelier pourront :
● Déterminer quelles revues sont publiées dans leur champ de recherche
● Déterminer le facteur d’impact d’une revue en utilisant les Journal Citation Reports
● Comprendre et conserver des droits d’auteur
● Prendre une décision éclairée au sujet du libre accès
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Bibliothèque vivante
Quoi :

Une bibliothèque comprend des articles physiques qui peuvent être empruntés par des
usagères et usagers. Une bibliothèque vivante fait appel à des personnes plutôt qu'à des
livres physiques et permet aux usagères et usagers de passer du temps avec une personne
ayant une expérience ou une expertise sur un sujet particulier. Pour le SJPD 2023, notre
bibliothèque vivante permettra aux personnes participantes à la conférence de « réserver »
du temps avec un membre du corps étudiant ou un « livre » de la Faculté d'éducation.

Quand :
Vendredi, 3 mars 2023, de 13h45 à 14h30

Où :
En personne au SJPD, salle LMX 243

Comment :
Explorez les informations sur chaque livre sur le site web de JPDS et à l'entrée de la salle.
Les « livres » seront placés assis tout autour de la salle et il y aura une chaise vide à côté
d'eux. Les participants pourront « emprunter » un « livre » en s'asseyant à côté du livre de
leur choix. Les participants disposeront d'un minimum de cinq minutes avec le « livre » de leur
choix.

Premier livre: Golshan Mahjoub (disponible en farsi et en anglais)

Chapitre 1 : Commencer un doctorat en tant qu'étudiante internationale

Chapitre 2 : Naviguer entre les cultures iranienne et canadienne

Chapitre 3 : Vivre la révolution iranienne à l'étranger

Deuxième livre: Catherine Giroux (disponible en anglais)

Chapitre 1 : Sauter à travers les les obstacles tout en étant multitâches

Chapitre 2 : Créer un réseau de soutien

Chapitre 3 : Naviguer dans la crise existentielle post-doctorat

Troisième livre: Catherine Déri (disponible en français et en anglais)

Chapitre 1 : Rendre votre doctorat agréable

Chapitre 2 : Trouver un équilibre entre le travail à temps plein et le doctorat

Chapitre 3 : Obtenir une bourse postdoctorale

Quatrième livre: Elie Ndala (disponible en français)

Chapitre 1 : Que penser de discuter de nos privilèges ?

Chapitre 2 :  L'art d'avoir des conversations courageuses

Chapitre 3 : Devenir un.e agent.e de changement inclusif
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Living Library
What:

A library includes physical items that can be checked out by library patrons. A living library
uses people instead of physical books where patrons can “check out” time with an individual
person with experience or expertise on a particular topic. For JPDS 2023, our Living Library
will allow conference attendees to “checkout” time with a Faculty of Education student or
"book".

When:
Friday, March 3, 2023, from 13h45 to 14h30

Where:
In-person at JPDS, room LMX 243

How:
Explore the information about each book on the JPDS website and at the entrance of the
room. The “books” will be placed seated around the room and will have an empty chair next to
them. Attendees will be able to “check out” a “book” by sitting next to the book of their choice.
Attendees will have a minimum of five minutes with their “book” of choice.

Book 1: Golshan Mahjoub (available in Farsi and English)

Chapter 1: Starting a PhD as an international student

Chapter 2: Navigating the Iranian and Canadian cultures

Chapter 3: Living through the Iranian Revolution abroad

Book 2: Catherine Giroux (available in English)

Chapter 1: Jumping through hoops while multitasking

Chapter 2: Creating a safety net of support

Chapter 3: Navigating the post-PhD existential crisis

Book 3: Catherine Déri (available in French and English)

Chapter 1: Making your PhD enjoyable

Chapter 2: Balancing working full time while completing a PhD

Chapter 3: Securing a Postdoctoral Fellowship

Book 4: Elie Ndala (available in French)

Chapter 1: What about discussing our privilege?

Chapter 2: The art of having courageous conversations

Chapter 3: Becoming an agent of inclusive change
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Ateliers offerts par le corps étudiant |
Workshops Facilitated by Students

How Do We (Un)Conference?

Barb Baker (she/her), Marcus Narsaiya (he/they)

In this session we will explore our experience of indigenizing and decolonizing counselling
praxis at the CityU Capstone Unconference, which is now in its sixth biannual iteration. Being
trained as social justice counsellor scholar-practioner-advocates charged with challenging
systems of oppression on the unceded lands of Turtle Island, the impacts of colonialism was
one of the first systems of oppressions we came in direct contact with. Education itself was
once used as a weapon to enact cultural genocide, and living, learning and playing on these
stolen lands, it was imperative we did all we could to begin our journey of indigenizing our
learning and processes of research. The journey has been nonlinear, abrupt at times, as well
as disruptive, but joining together with the support of faculty and peers at CityU in Vancouver,
B.C., we now proudly say that we take steps forward each day as a community and learn from
one another in the process. In this workshop, we will examine our own privilege, and
assumptions, and discuss what it was like to embark on this daunting but imperative process.

We will share our experiences from initially joining the student organizing committee all the
way through all the learning and unlearning that was required to bring us to the most recent
(un)conference. We will explore the journey with the faculty on the organizing committee and
how they encouraged and supported the process. We will share the value of the connections
we made between students, faculty, administration, our Indigenous Campus Advocate,
marketing team, and (un)conference attendees. Through these experiences we will share
what surprised (and sometimes frustrated) us and what didn't. We will facilitate discussion
with the workshop attendees by asking the following questions: How can we increase learning
through discussion? How can we provide options to show learning? How do we create more
space for everyone? How can we provide more support for students to unlearn and relearn?
What supports are needed?

We hope to encourage students and researchers to consider their own journey to unlearn,
relearn, and sit in discomfort as we did in our ongoing quest towards decolonization and
equity in praxis and research. We hope participants will leave with inspiration on how others
can be a part of furthering this work in their own lives, communities, research, and
professional practice.
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Podcasting 101 for Academics

Carene Pierre Rene (she/her), Xingtan Cao (he/him)

Podcasting lends itself to the idea of learning anywhere and at any time (Besser et al., 2022).
More academics are turning to podcasting for social scholarship (DeMarco, 2022), to advance
knowledge (DeMarco, 2022), share their findings (Singer, 2019), and engage with the public.
But many aren’t sure how to get started or if they should even start a podcast.

The objective of this workshop is to introduce podcasting and help workshop participants
determine if it’s right for them.

Out of scope: Podcasting tools and technology (hardware and software)

Audience and setup

This workshop is for anyone interested in learning about podcasting, including faculty
members, and students. The workshop will be bilingual, specifically

● Presentation will be in English
● Slides and other material will be bilingual
● Q&A will be bilingual

The workshop will be divided into five parts. First, we are going to talk about the basics of
podcasting, our story (why we started podcasting). Second, we will explore how to start a
podcast. Third we will examine the different types of podcasts. Fourth we will help participants
determine if they should start a podcast. The session will conclude with a question and
answer (Q&A) portion.

To keep the presentation engaging and ensure that participants get the most out of the
presentation, we will be using live polling throughout the workshop. The detailed outline is
below:

1. Our story and statistics
1.1. About our podcast
1.2. How we got started
1.3. Our challenges
1.4. Some podcasting statics

2. How to start a Podcast
2.1. Choosing a concept
2.2. Creating podcast art
2.3. Choosing a format
2.4. Choosing your audience

(students or the public)

3. Types of podcasts (classroom vs.
the public)

4. Should you start a podcast
4.1. Reasons to start a podcast

for your classroom
4.2. Reasons why you should

start a podcast for the public
4.3. Reasons why you should not

start a podcast for the public
5. Bilingual Q&A

Workshop attendants will have a better idea of what launching a podcast entails and will be
able to make an informed decision as to whether podcasting is right for them.
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Séances de perfectionnement
professionnel | Professional Development

Sessions

The comics creation as a pedagogical strategy
Geusiane Tocantins (PhD), Juliana Freire (PhD)

Topic: The comics creation as a pedagogical strategy

Session objectives: Expose and discuss practical pedagogical use of digital comics creation;
practice how to create comics using Pixton.

Session outline

1. 5 min - Welcome & introductions
2. 10 min - Present practical pedagogical uses of digital comics creation in the literature

and in our experience
3. 30 min - How to create a comic using Pixton from zero? The participants will use this

link https://join.pixton.com/87cv1u or a QR code to access the particular class created
for the event.

4. 15 min - Questions & discussion

Value for graduate students/researchers: We can access diverse levels of participants/
students as it is a resource that different ages and profiles can easily use.

Allows a friendly classroom environment (in person, synchronously or asynchronously) and
stimulates the students’ agency.

Strategy welcomed by the students.

Expanding Our Understanding of Holistic Teaching and Learning
Jenny Stodola (she/her)

Many educators are familiar with Bloom’s taxonomy (1956) for guiding the development of a
common language between and among educators to classify and create learning objectives
that would allow for the evaluation of student learning thinking and behaviours. Anderson and
Krathwohl’s 2001 revision of Bloom’s taxonomy further integrated the latest human cognition
and information processing theories and research to update and expand the framework for
broader application in teaching, learning, and assessment (Conklin, 2005). Though Bloom’s
taxonomy contains three domains, the affective, psychomotor, and cognitive, the latter is most
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commonly utilized by educators. With the focus on content knowledge, application, and
synthesis, the use of Bloom’s taxonomy does not always facilitate holistic learning of the
student.

In this professional development session, participants will be introduced to a broader
taxonomy of learning, Fink’s Taxonomy of Significant Learning, to begin to think of ways
learning could be humanized. Then, learners will be challenged to consider how we may
decolonize pedagogy and integrate Indigenous knowledge and teaching methods into
classrooms, as is our responsibility through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada’s (2015) Calls to Action. Participants are invited to consider our Treaty obligations in
the context of higher education and curricular development by renewing our understanding of
the Two Row Wampum-Covenant Chain treaty to rebuild relationships of trust and
cooperation between two worldviews (Hill & Coleman, 2019). An example of a decolonized,
integrated, equity-focused taxonomy will be presented for consideration and discussion.
Participants will be welcomed to discuss related aspects of/opportunities for decolonizing the
curriculum and will have the opportunity to work on drafting more humanized learning
outcomes for any teaching context.

By the end of the professional development workshop, participants will:

1. Compare and contrast Bloom’s Taxonomy and Fink’s Taxonomy of Significant
Learning.

2. Reflect on our responsibilities to Truth and Reconciliation and treaty obligations in
decolonizing curriculum development and to imagine the possibilities for their own
context.

3. Develop one learning outcome using Fink’s Taxonomy of Significant Learning.

Session outline

Presentation (25 min):

● Bloom’s Taxonomy
● Fink’s Taxonomy of Significant Learning
● Truth and Reconciliation
● Two Row Wampum and Covenant Chain
● Example: An adapted, decolonized taxonomy of significant learning

Remaining time (35min):

● Q&A – General discussion
● Participants work on making a learning outcome with Fink’s dimensions of “caring”, “the

human dimension”, or “learning how to learn” – sharing of developed outcomes to
occur if participants are open to sharing

This professional development session has been developed by a settler graduate student who
is still on her decolonizing journey. The journey is different for everyone, but sometimes
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examples of how to start this work as a non-Indigenous person are difficult to identify or seem
to include insurmountable barriers. This session is meant to be an accessible foray into one
small aspect of education and how we may expand our understanding of holistic teaching and
learning, and of treaty relationships. Discussions among participants is encouraged.
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Présentations orales par les étudiant.e.s
diplômé.e.s - en ligne | Oral Presentations

by Graduate Students - online

Are Digital Images Captured by Smartphones Adequate for Histology Teaching?
Safaa El Bialy (Dr.), Alexander Pearson (Dr.)

The study’s purpose is to find out how do smartphone-acquired images compare to digital
microscope-acquired images for histology teaching purposes to medical students.

Histology is the study of the microscopic structure of normal tissues and their function. Over
the past years, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of computer-aided instruction in
the histology laboratory (1, 2).At many universities, the trend has been toward a blending of
the new computer-based instructional technologies with the long-standing use of microscopes
and glass slides (3). Currently, histology is taught to medical students at the University of
Ottawa, using images acquired with digital microscopes, which can be expensive, time
consuming, and cumbersome to use. An alternative is acquiring images using smartphone
cameras through the eyepiece of a microscope.

Following lectures on gastrointestinal system histology, second-year medical students at
University of Ottawa were invited to participate in an online survey that involved identifying
histology images taken by both a Zeiss Axio imager A1 LED/DL microscope and an iPhone 6.
The following tissues were included: esophagus, stomach, duodenum, jejunum, colon,
anorectal junction, liver, portal triad, pancreas, gall bladder. Students were asked about the
quality of both sets of images, whether either was superior, and whether they were both
satisfactory for teaching histology.

84 students participated in the study. Chi-square tests were used to compare the proportion of
medical students able to correctly identify microscope versus iPhone-acquired images, and no
significant differences were found (significance set at p<.05). 66.7% of participants agreed
that both sets of images were of adequate quality, and only 7.85% disagreed. Furthermore,
both microscope and iPhone-acquired images were equally preferred (40.33% preferred
microscope; 37.95% preferred iPhone; 21.73% of students were indifferent). Interestingly,
iPhone-acquired images were preferred for some tissues (e.g. esophagus, duodenum,
anorectal junction, pancreas and gall bladder).

Conclusion: Using smartphone cameras to take histology images is a simple and inexpensive
procedure, and produces images that are just as reliable as digital microscope-acquired
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images for histology teaching purposes.

Impact of an Educator’s Positive Involvement on the Mental Development of a Child Facing
Neglect and Abuse at Home
Ifrah Akbar (she/her)

How does the positive involvement of an educator impact the mental development and
learning of a child facing neglect and abuse at home?

The learning theory states that behaviours are picked up from the environment and states that
innate or inherited factors have very little influence on behaviour. The common belief is that
the teacher's behaviour directly affects the child. When a teacher is gentle and shows genuine
concern for the child, the child starts to feel safe around that teacher, particularly in the
classroom.

Through my research, I hope to encourage the educational community to always be more
considerate and passionate about children from abusive households and make positive
changes while they can.

For my research, I will employ qualitative research techniques such as journals, interviews,
and observations. My research aims to find the relationship between an educator's
involvement with a child from an abusive background and the child's mental development. For
this purpose, I reviewed various existing research materials, including journals, books and
articles. I found common themes within these resources.

There is a large population of children that are abused in some way at home, and the teacher
then becomes their place of seeking comfort and safety.

After going through the literature and research available related to my research topic, I would
like to point out that my area of interest and my research question, "how does the positive
involvement of an educator impact the mental development and learning of a child facing
neglect and abuse at home?", has many potentials to be researched on. There is a
considerable gap in the literature available to present and future researchers regarding this
problem, with not much work done in the past ten years. Many questions about this problem
need to be answered if we, as teachers, wish to help children suffering from abuse.

The issue needs urgent attention from researchers and educationists to train teachers to
identify and facilitate these children correctly. Our children are our future. Furthermore, every
child deserves to feel safe.

The Dramatic Rise of International Secondary School Students in Canada: Exposing
Vulnerabilities and Recognizing Responsibilities
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Helen Liu (she/her)

The ongoing pandemic, COVID-19, has demonstrated how quickly the depictions of Asian
individuals can shift from “model minority” to “yellow peril” during times of crisis. These times
were particularly difficult for Chinese international secondary students who were already
facing pre-existing systemic issues. The current COVID-19 pandemic had placed these
students in an even precarious position due to the anti-Asian racism and discrimination that
has manifested. As such, the purpose of the study is to critically assess discrepancies
between what Canada advertises when attracting international secondary students and the
self-described experiences of students themselves, what they expected before arrival, and
what they experience once here. My research questions are: (a) How are Canadian
secondary schools marketed to Chinese international students, and what are their
presumptions prior to arrival?; (b) What are their academic, social, housing and guardianship
experiences following their arrival to Canada?; (c) What vulnerabilities are Chinese
international students susceptible to and who does responsibility fall with in ensuring their
protection and security?

This paper utilized Critical Race Theory (CRT) and International Student Security (ISS) to
explore the experiences of Chinese international students in secondary schools in Canada,
paying attention to the vulnerabilities and risks among this population (Hiraldo, 2010; Sherry
et al., 2010). In particular, I employed Asian Critical Theory (AsianCrit), which prioritizes Asian
identity and their experiences with racism to comprehend how these prevailing systems of
oppression have impacted their lives (Museus & Iftikar, 2014). The principles highlighted
within the AsianCrit framework, utilised alongside ISS, can build upon each other to
understand how educational institutions interact and understand these student populations,
and how programs are maintained or implemented based on assumed notions and ideologies
of Asian students (Lee, 2015; Marginson, 2012).

The study employed two qualitative research approaches, case study methodology and a
phenomenological approach. Phase 1 of data collection consisted of gathering data through
critical examinations of brochures, websites, and information sessions from the Ontario
Ministry of Education to examine how they promote international student programs, paying
particular attention to key words and phrases. Phase 2 consisted of in-depth narrative
interviews with five Chinese international students to understand their lived experiences,
along with six teachers from public schools located in Toronto and the GTA to understand how
they perceive Chinese international students and interpret the experiences of these youth.

This study will contribute to academic literature, policy reform, and improved institutional
planning. Exposing the vulnerabilities and risks among Chinese international secondary youth
will contribute to the limited existing literature on this population (Kuo & Roysircar, 2004;
Popadiuk, 2009; Popadiuk & Marshall, 2011). The study will ultimately identify what
organisations bear the burden of responsibility in protecting these vulnerable international
youths and what areas require new or reformed policies. Issues and concerns regarding the
academic, social, and housing/guardianship experiences of Chinese international youth were
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identified. The article also discusses possible considerations and interventions to better
support international secondary students during their studies in Canada.

Learning to Interview: A Motion-Sensing Inquiry into Two Graduate Students’ Experiences of
Phenomenological Presence
Derya Sahingil (she/her), Michael Dougan (he/him), Rebecca Lloyd (she/her)

This project explores two doctoral students’ experiences of engaging in the practice of
bracketing as part of their learning to conduct phenomenological research. Bracketing helps
researchers parenthesize biases and pre-existing knowledge or assumptions about a
phenomenon of interest (van Manen, 2014). It also helps develop a certain kind of focus or
attitude when asking questions as the practice of bracketing is premised on switching from the
everyday attitude to a phenomenological attitude or presence (van Manen & van Manen,
2021). This presence involves paying incredibly careful attention to several aspects of a
phenomenon (i.e., relational, temporal, spatial, corporeal, and material) (Adams & van Manen,
2017). As newcomers to engaging in phenomenological research, we wonder what it is like to
experience a phenomenological presence in the context of an interview. And to what extent is
this presence sustainable? Does it come and go? Is it possible to experience interactive flow
while experiencing an interview? To what extent do one’s bodily postures, positions, gestures,
and expressions cultivate phenomenological presence?

Bracketing (or reduction) has been defined as the suspension of one’s preconceptions or
beliefs when researching a phenomenon of interest in phenomenological research (van
Manen, 2014 & 2016). Husserl (1950) believed one may experience bracketing in a
transcendental way, whereas Heidegger (1996) considered being able to truly bracket a myth
(Smith, 2016). Sartre (1956) and Merleau-Ponty (1945/2013) further critiqued Husserl’s
understanding of bracketing as we are already in the world, embodied and relationally
intertwined with all that there is. We come to this inquiry with awareness of these tensions and
approach the practice of bracketing in and through a sensitivity of bodily presence through a
motion-sensing approach to phenomenology (Lloyd & Smith, 2006, 2015, 2021) that is
conceptualized through the Function to Flow Model (Lloyd, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2021; Lloyd &
Smith, 2022).

We draw from van Manen’s methodological guidelines for phenomenological research (1984,
1989, 1997, 2006, 2014, 2016, & 2021) and motion-sensing phenomenology (Lloyd & Smith,
2006, 2015, & 2021) to inform the way we practice, describe and interpret a series of
interviews conducted among ourselves. We, the two doctoral students, interviewed each other
on the topics of our respective doctoral research programs with prompts that were co-created
with their supervisor. Each prompt was informed by the F2F model as well as the existentials
put forward by van Manen (1997, 2014). This served as an initial way to outline pre-existing
assumptions, beliefs, knowledge, and biases in regard to conducting phenomenological
interviews. The doctoral supervisor then conducted separate phenomenological interviews
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with each of the doctoral students and we, as a research team, debriefed on our learning
experiences and what meanings emerged.

This research presents the firsthand experiences of two doctoral students learning to conduct
phenomenological interviews. Key moments of learning from these subjective experiences
offer practical insights and guidelines for new scholars engaging in phenomenological
research. As Orbe (2000) contends, researching without expectations (or comprehensive
conclusions like many other field of research) differentiates phenomenology from traditional
research where the expected discoveries of research are laid out beforehand. It is the
continuity of questioning that makes phenomenological inquiry both a method, and the
differentiating factor from other approaches of qualitative research (van Manen, 1997, 2014,
2016a; van Manen & van Manen, 2021a).

Using Online Assessments in the Age of Covid-19: An Exploratory Study of Cognitive Load in
Higher-Education Teachers
Anushka Sajani Karunaweera

Considering the sudden shift from in-person to online modes, this paper aimed to explore
cognitive load in higher-education teachers who used online assessment in a pandemic
context, to answer two research questions;

1. What is the process of using online assessment in higher-education teachers?
2. How does this process influence cognitive load?

Cognitive load is based on the principle that working memory is limited in its capacity to hold
and store information. The demands of assessment on teachers; designing, implementing,
and providing feedback to students, may create a strain on working memory. With the onset of
the Covid-19 pandemic, post-secondary systems world-wide shifted teaching, learning, and
assessments to online platforms. The theoretical frameworks considered two influences that
may shape a teacher’s use of technology for assessment. As this paper seeks to explore the
complexities of technology use, it was deemed appropriate to, first, discuss the three facets of
knowledge involved in the use of technologies in classrooms: Technological pedagogical
content knowledge (TPACK; Mishra and Koehler, 2006), to then, align the framework along its
influence on the major theoretical framework behind the study: Cognitive load (Sweller, 1988;
Sweller, 2018).

The study used a case study approach to explore cognitive load in teachers, wherein the
major case is higher-education assessment during the Covid-19 institutional closures, with
each participant presenting a unique instance of the case. The study included a heterogenous
sample of six post-secondary level teachers (n = 6) from a public university in Canada and
used semi-structured interviews to collect data. The interviews were analyzed inductively at
an idea level, in that open coding took place to create codes spanning across one idea or train
of thought, directly from the interview responses
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The findings of this paper discussed the process of using online assessment as including
experiences that tied to affect, moments that required support, and moments that were high
and/or low in terms of workload. There may not be a unidirectional influence on cognitive load.
Rather, the load may also influence the process, potentially suggesting a relationship between
the two that could inhibit and/ or facilitate the other. The findings ultimately support the
conclusion that regardless of new technologies or new features, cognitive resources were still
potentially exhausted with how to use the technologies rather than what technologies to use.

Exploring the potential of embodied learning and relational education theories: Towards
educational systems transformation through development of an ethics of care
Emily Dobrich (she/her)

Western educational systems have long promoted disembodiment by privileging theories of
teaching and learning predominantly based on separation of mind and body (O’Laughlin,
1998; Shajahan, 2015). Shonstrom (2020) advocates for embodied education writing that
“humans evolved to figure out problems in an embodied way” (p. 44). Denying embodied
learning and limiting classroom physical activities inhibits students’ learning. This limitation
has been exposed by recent threats to our collective health, safety, and well-being such as
the COVID-19 pandemic and the mounting environmental devastation of climate change,
which continue to put strains on our conventional ways of being, doing, and learning. Greater
diversity in educational theory and practice would enrich our perspectives and develop new
ways of working together and supporting one another in learning.

The purpose of this presentation is to explore the potential for embodied learning and
relational theories to enhance the current aims of education by encouraging a stronger ethics
of care in educational systems. It will argue that more meaningful learning could be achieved
by employing embodied theories of education and developing an ethics of care in education
by shifting towards a relationality paradigm. The research questions driving the analysis and
discussion is: how can encouraging embodied learning and relational theories in education
address current challenges in educational theory and practice by fostering an ethics of care?

An ethics of care is receiving increased support to encourage relationship building in
education and in conceptualizing systems of education that are more humanizing and
restorative (Jones, 2021; Slote, 2010). An ethics of care considers how individuals are
connected and the importance of relationships, which is significant for social agency and the
creation of collective life (Jones, 2021; Slote, 2010). This direction could benefit the current
educational systems.

Embodied cognition theories appreciate the connection between mind, body, emotions,
environment and behaviour for learning. These theories encourage deeper, more personal,
and authentic learning experiences (Clarke, 2005). Jarvis (2005) who discusses a philosophy
of human learning, writes about learning as a process that engages the whole person - both
physical and biological components - as well as knowledge, emotions, and beliefs. Both
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Shonstrom (2020) and Jarvis (2005) allude to the idea that “holistic pedagogy” or “wholeness”
in learning that has been lacking in Western educational contexts. Embodied cognition
theories are considered “holistic” for how they view body, mind, and environment as
inseparable which contributes to filling this gap (Kosmas & Zaphiris, 2018).

Synthesizing literature from the fields of education philosophy and embodied cognition theory,
this exploratory presentation focuses on the intersection of an ethics of care and embodied
learning, theorizing how to promote a stronger ethics of care and relationality in educational
practice. Three major databases prominent in the field of education (Education Source, ERIC,
APA PsycINFO) were searched. Results were limited to the last ten years and the context of
higher education.

The solution proposed by this presentation is that embodied learning theories and theories of
relationality can promote an ethics of care in education which will enhance support for
learners. Embodied learning addresses issues surrounding disembodied humanity and
contributes to developing a stronger ethics of care by realizing the whole self in the learning
process and connecting to the world by appreciating the relationality of existence. Including
more diverse theories – such as embodied cognition theories - and learning from different
sources of knowledge will enrich current educational systems and help learners become more
adaptable and resilient to face present and future challenges in the world.

Computational Thinking in Mathematics Education Through Cognitive, Social and Critical
Perspectives
Hatice Beyza Sezer (she/her/hers), Immaculate Kizito Namukasa (she/her/hers)

Computational thinking (CT) learning expectations are generally associated with
problem-solving and thinking skills and CT studies have mainly focused on a few of its
benefits and mostly ignored its wide opportunities. Drawing on Kafai et al. (2020) framings of
CT, it is necessary to move beyond the cognitive goal of CT and it is essential to broaden and
deepen the integration of CT into mathematics on a larger scale when designing mathematics
curriculum and pedagogy. This study intended to provide new ideas on how to improve the
integration of CT in mathematics education by also focusing on the broader and deeper
possibilities of this integration. To respond to this purpose, we asked: What is the current state
of integration of computational thinking in mathematics education in school, outreach, and
public educational settings?

This study employed a combination of three theoretical frameworks of learning (i.e.,
constructionism, social constructivism, and critical literacy in connection with Kafai et al.’s
(2020) framings of CT. Kafai et al. (2020) define three conceptual framings of CT: cognitive,
situated, and critical. The cognitive framing of CT focuses on “skill-building and competencies”
and provides an “understanding of key computational concepts, practices, and perspectives”.
The situated framing of CT emphasizes the importance of “personal creative expression” and
“social engagement” in the teaching and learning process of CT. The critical framing of CT, on
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the other hand, focuses on critical approaches to CT and stresses the necessity of providing
an “analytical approach to the values, practices, and infrastructure underlying computation as
part of a broader goal of education for social justice and ethics” (Kafai et al., 2020, p.102).

A qualitative design was used in this study to explore the practices of integrating CT in
mathematics education. Three data sets were collected in this study: (1) The first data set
includes the existing scholarly works collected using specific search key terms (i.e.,
computational thinking, coding, mathematics education, mathematics learning, school
mathematics, mathematics curriculum from the databases searches, and article snowballing.
32 peer-reviewed articles were selected to examine through a systematic literature review.
The preliminary results of this study were interpreted based on the perspectives used in CT
practices in K-12 settings. (2) The second data consisted of online resources with the aim of
giving an in-depth understanding of the connection between the curriculum and practices. 55
online resources were chosen from Canadian websites. We employed content analysis and
systematically explored a more detailed understanding of current practices in relation to the
integration of CT into the school mathematics curriculum. We interpreted the presence and
relationship of the themes and concepts extracted from the content analysis. (3) The third
data set included sample computational artifacts of the mathematical models used in public
discourse to better understand the real-life applications of CT in mathematics. Two interactive
simulations designed using Scratch that students might have learned in schools and are
modifiable to experiment with different scenarios of reality were selected. We used content
analysis to analyze these simulations.

This study revealed that cognitive framing of CT (acquisition) receives greater attention
compared to situated framing (participation), whereas the affordances of CT from critical
framing (action) receive insufficient emphasis. The findings illustrate that using CT concepts
and tools when incorporating real-world problems into mathematics instruction can improve
the affordances associated with these three framings. The exploration of real-world
applications given in this study is an example of using CT concepts and tools through
framings of CT to foster mathematical learning, social interaction, and citizenship.

Moving Forward: Fostering Mental Wellness Care Amongst Racialized Graduate Students in
Education
Sandra Dixon (she/her)

In 2016, the graduate student enrolment of racialized groups in Canadian universities was
45%, with an additional 4% of students self-identifying as Indigenous (Statistics Canada,
2016, as cited in Universities Canada, 2019). Racialized groups represent non-White people,
including Black, Indigenous, and People of Colour (Souissi, 2022). The issue of mental health
and well-being has been a growing concern for graduate students pre-COVID-19 and has
been exacerbated as a result of the pandemic. Mental wellness care refers to a lifelong
dynamic process and a proactive approach to strengthen one’s holistic functioning which
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encompasses multiple dimensions including but not limited to mental, emotional, social,
cultural, spiritual, physical, and psychological resources (Dixon, 2022; McGroarty, 2021). To
illustrate, in a survey conducted by Toronto Science Policy Network (2020) across Canada,
72% of respondents reported that their symptoms of anxiety, depression, helplessness,
loneliness, and feeling overwhelmed increased due to COVID-19. The objective of this
research, therefore, is to shed light on a taboo topic that is often stigmatized and pathologized
amongst this population in the Canadian context. The research question explores: How
racialized graduate students are able to foster mental wellness care in education?

This research is informed by the Biopsychosocial (BPS) Model that focuses on infusing
holistic care into mental wellness treatment. In this vein, emphasis is given to the
interconnection between biological, psychological and socio-environmental factors (Sarafino
et al., 2020). When this model is applied to the mental wellness of racialized graduate
students, it demonstrates the importance of maintaining holistic care in all aspects of their
world views and lived experiences. Further, it represents a proactive action to address the
dehumanizing beliefs and emotions associated with negative attitudes toward racialized
graduate students (Louis, et al., 2013).

The methodological approach that underpins this research is a systematic literature review
that has major significance in various disciplines such as educational research. It aims to
provide an overview of current knowledge about a topic (Newman & Gough, 2020). This
approach is ideal for the subject matter in question since it helps to illuminate the gap in the
scholarship relative to the mental wellness of racialized graduate students.

The findings for this research reveal that despite their mental health struggles, many graduate
students appear to be reluctant to seek help as a result of discomfort with self-disclosure,
insurance coverage, previous counselling experience, and stigma (McCarthy et al., 2010).
Particularly, racialized students in graduate schools are exposed to various racial stressors
and tend to experience decreased belonging, which may negatively affect psychological
functioning and impact academic success (Miller & Orsillo, 2020). Social determinants of
health factors like racism often serve as barriers for many racialized immigrant students in
graduate studies (Salami et al., 2019; Griffin et al., 2012). Supportive individuals, including
educators and practitioners, play a critical role in fostering the mental wellness care of
racialized graduate students, in efforts to move forward from the pandemic crisis.

What We Need and What We Get: Chinese International Students Speak Out about Support
for Small Talk
Hui xu (she/her)

The number of international students in Canada has been increasing in the past several years
and research on how to facilitate their personal and social integration has become a focus.
Many studies have been conducted in terms of their academic, linguistic, social, and cultural
challenges, as well as on the relevant support these students need (e.g., Aydinol, 2013;
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Nelson, 2018; Zhou & Zhang, 2014). Small talk, as a critical tool enabling individuals to “break
the ice” (Hargie, 2011, p. 307), and as a way of “expressing friendliness, establishing rapport,
and maintaining solidarity” (Holmes, 2005, p. 253) in a conversation, plays an important role in
building interpersonal connections and facilitating social adjustment. This article examines
supports provided to help Chinese international students in Canada with small talk, with a
specific focus on the gap between what they need and what they get.

The study is theoretically informed by the concept of community of practice (Lave & Wenger,
1991), which describes how newcomers learn in naturally occurring established communities
of old-timers. This situated learning helps the newcomers “move toward fuller participation in a
given community’s activities by interacting with more experienced community members”
(Morita, 2004, p. 576).

This article is based on data from a broader study of the challenges faced by Chinese
graduate students when engaging in small talk in Canada. Ten participants were interviewed
and asked about their experiences making small talk and social connections, and about the
support they received and expected from their academic institutions and elsewhere. Thematic
analysis was used to analyze the interview transcripts and develop categories and themes
related to mentions of support expected and received.

The participants expected institutional support. As noted in other studies related to the
concept of communities of practice (Montgomery & McDowell, 2009; Morita, 2004), social
engagement with those more experienced and familiar with the community can provide
guidance and assistance in gaining comfort and confidence with social interactions of the new
comers. Although the results indicated that some study participants did benefit from support
programs such as a “buddy system”, many were unaware of the services available or were
not satisfied with supports that were provided. One outcome of the study is the suggestion
that institutions should put more effort into promoting and monitoring programs designed to
support international students.

Welcoming the weird and wonderful: Creating classroom environments that support
neurodiversity
Adrienne Kitchin (she/her), Jennifer Slagus (they/she)

Neurodiversity refers to the many ways brain functioning differs from person-to-person. It also
refers to the endless variation across one’s entire nervous system which then can (and does)
also affect individual brain functioning. Nick Walker refers to cognitive functioning as
embedded in “bodyminds, bodies that think and perceive” (2021, p. 54). Neurodivergent
people include include autistic individuals and those with "ADHD, Tourette’s, dyslexia and a
range of other neurodiverse conditions” (Exceptional Individuals, 2020, para. 2). More broadly,
it reaches out to include those whose bodyminds may function differently than what is
considered ‘normal’ (Walker, 2021) or typical, and hence ushering in the term ‘neurotypical’.
‘Normal’ refers to the European humanist application which has historically deemed the
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categories of White, European, male, heterosexual, able bodied, and neurotypical as normal
and all other categories of identity occupying that of ‘other’ (Braidotti, 2019). Thus, despite
work done in areas related to disability studies and mad studies, expressions of
neurodivergence are still too often viewed through a pathology paradigm focused on
deficiencies. Understandably, this approach can negatively affect students’ mental health as it
inherently positions them as lacking.

Our paper offers a review of the ways in which neurodivergence is its own specific category of
bodymind which can be understood through a neurodiversity paradigm (Walker, 2021). The
neurodiversity paradigm is both related and in addition to disability studies and can help orient
educators to some opportunities that can better support neurodivergent learners. A renewed
focus on the language and approaches used within the classroom can create more welcoming
environments for neurodivergent students which in turn support their mental and emotional
health and wellbeing. Finally, a neurodiversity paradigm approach, in addition to providing a
space for neurodivergence, supports neurodiversity broadly and allows for a more inclusive
classroom environment for every bodymind.

Through adopting a neurodiversity paradigm (see Nick Walker, 2021; Robert Chapman, 2020;
and Rosqvist et al., 2020) and rejecting notions of neuronormativity, educators can recognize
students’ divergences as important, social in nature, and fundamental to neurodivergent ways
of being, knowing, understanding, and communicating. Our approach works the neurodiversity
paradigm as applied in a classroom context.

Through our application of the neurodiversity paradigm, we consider environment as an
important consideration for neurodivergent learners, and include a posthuman (Braidotti,
2019) and new materialist (Bennett, 2010) framing. This framing reflects understanding that
the learning space is not considered inert, but one that can generate “wiser interventions”
(Bennett 2010, p. 4). Such interventions consider matter (desks, chairs, the classroom walls)
as generative and lively with the ability to affect and be affected. A learner’s response to the
room they are in and way they learn is embodied and material. Intrinsic to these ideas are the
ways in which neurodivergent learners’ “embrained bodies” (Braidotti, 2019), what Walker
(2021) and others call bodyminds, are affected by the environment in which they learn.

Through our application of a neurodiversity paradigm approach, we consider students'
neurodiversity through neurodivergent, posthumanist and new materialist framings, and
discuss how this combination of theory and praxis can create more welcoming and supportive
learning environments for neurodivergent young people. Thus, we take theory and research
emergent in the field of neurodiversity and apply it to classroom learning contexts. Our
research has highlighted that, with some small changes relevant to both environment and
method, educators can make a world of difference to neurodivergent learners specifically and,
more broadly, become more inclusive of neurodiversity overall.
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Reversed Student Mobility: Canadian Exchange Students’ Motivations for Studying in
Mainland China
Shuai Yu (she/her)

  Since the number of Canadian students studying abroad is relatively small, only a few studies
are available on their motivations to study overseas, focusing on Canadian students studying
in other developed countries, with no research on Canadian students’ motivations to study in
China. International students’ motivations influence their learning experiences and how they
handle their experiences in China (Bian, 2013); therefore, identifying students’ rationale for
studying in China allows the stakeholders (faculty members, administrators, researchers, and
program developers) to provide targeted services that can optimize Canadian students’
learning environment and improve students’ satisfaction with their experience in China. It also
provides insight into designing marketing strategies for the government and universities in
recruiting Canadian students. This study explores the push and pull factors that motivate
Canadian exchange students to study in China.

This study applies the push-pull model (Altbach, 1998; Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002) as the
theoretical framework, one of the most dominant frameworks to explain international students’
motivations and reasons for studying abroad. According to Altbach (1998), the push factors
are related to the unfavorable conditions or context of home countries that initiate students’
decisions to study abroad; pull factors include the opportunities and facilities that make host
countries attractive to international students.

This study applied the generic qualitative research design to understand Canadian exchange
students’ motivations to study in China. Generic qualitative inquiry, also known as basic
qualitative research (Merriam, 2009), is employed to meet the stated objectives than a single,
established research method (Kahlke, 2014). Purposeful and snowball sampling approaches
were used to recruit non-Chinese speaking Canadian students who completed exchange
programs in Chinese universities between 2016 and 2022. In-depth semi-structured interviews
were conducted with 14 non-Chinese spoken Canadian exchange students from 9 universities
who engaged in exchange programs from 2016 to 2022 in 7 Chinese universities.

The findings reveal that both push and pull factors affect students’ decisions to study in China.
It also suggests that studying in China is a self-motivated decision for Canadian exchange
students. The main push determinants are personal growth, learning Chinese culture and
language, and benefiting future careers. The strongest pull factors are China’s prospect and
potential economic development and the availability and compatibility of programs. Moreover,
it generates a new pull factor: the promotion of exchange programs.

Online Heritage Language Learning Reduce Students' Motivation
Nan Xiao (miss)
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COVID-19 has significantly affected how children attend formal schools as well as afterschool
programs, such as heritage language schools. While most children received formal education
virtually, many children quitted afterschool programs. This research aimed to examine
Chinese immigrant parents’ attitudes, decisions, and expectations toward children’s heritage
language education during COVID-19.

Conceptual/theoretical framework or model: Learning Motivation; Heritage Language Learning

Eight Chinese-Canadian parents randomly participated in a 20-minute structured interview
from 3 Chinese schools in GTA. Their children were all 8-12 ages and attended the same
Chinese programs before COVID. During COVID, four parents decided to stop enrolling their
children in the Chinese school, while the other four parents continued the enrollment.

Results: While all parents considered Chinese learning as important, they made different
decisions during COVID-19: four committed to the program virtually; and the rest quitted and
used alternative means to educate their children (i.e., homeschooling). Parents expressed two
major concerns: first, it was hard for children to focus during online classes and parents had to
invest extra efforts to keep children’s attention; second, children were likely less motivated
due to lack of class interaction and real-life cultural exposure. When asked about future plans,
most parents hoped their children to return to in-person classrooms; however, some parents
would keep the online classes because of their flexibility.

Our research found that Chinese-Canadian parents still stuck their children to Chinese
learning despite COVID-19 influences, and our study revealed specific concerns from the
parents. The study has implications for the research on parental involvement in bilingual
education during COVID-19 among immigrant families.

Gender-inclusive science education: Fostering support amongst women science teachers
Shamnaz Arifin Mim (she/her)

Increasing the representation of minoritized teachers is vital for students’ success in science,
as these teachers send a powerful signal about students’ and teachers’ contribution in the
sciences. In particular, women science teachers can serve as important role models to
increase girls’ interest in science. In order to develop strategies for gender-inclusive science
teacher education, there is thus an urgent need to understand women science teachers’
unique experiences in becoming a science teacher. In addition, as women science teachers’
network of support are rare globally, it is crucial to create a network of support for them for
combatting isolation and imposter syndrome that is often experienced by women in science
teaching professions. In this qualitative research study, I, therefore, aim to: a) explore how the
women science teachers’ identities have formed throughout their studies and careers in
science education, b) examine the role of recognition that shaped their identities; and c)
create a network of support for these teachers. I ask: 1. What are the narratives that women
science teachers tell about how their science teacher identities have formed throughout their
studies and careers in science education? 2. What are women science teachers’ accounts of
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recognition, in light of their identity intersections? 3. What perspectives and recommendations
do women science teachers have about the network of support to foster their science teacher
identities?

I will ground this research in sociocultural perspectives on gender and identity in science
learning. Gender is socially constructed in practice, through repeated acts, which are then
rendered intelligible or not in various contexts (Butler, 1999; West & Zimmerman, 1987; ).
Viewing gender in this way makes it possible to study the inequalities and power relations that
women negotiate while developing their identities as science teachers. Developing a science
teacher identity entails being recognized by self and others as a certain kind of person (Gee,
2005), in this case, learning how to become a science teacher (Avraamidou, 2014).
Recognition can be a useful concept to see the kinds of identities that are available to women
science teachers and the power dynamics that shape their identity negotiations. A focus on
recognition helps us to see the kinds of identities that are available to women science
teachers and the power dynamics that shape their identity negotiations. People can
communicate their identities through narratives (stories) they tell about their lives (Gonsalves
& Danielsson, 2020). I will also draw on intersectionality to understand how these power
dynamics may arise from multiple dimensions of social difference interacting across individual,
cultural and societal spheres of influence (Calás et al., 2013).

In this qualitative research, I will invite ten women science teachers from ten different
secondary schools in Dhaka, Bangladesh to participate in the study. To dig deep into teachers’
experiences, data will include photo journals of teachers’ daily experiences and challenges,
interviews about their life histories in science and teaching, photo sharing sessions in which
teachers exhibit their photos and collaboratively create strategies for navigating challenges,
and post-interviews to get recommendations about the network. I will analyze the visual data
using Rose’s (2001) Critical Approach and the transcribed data using Braun and Clarke’s
(2006) Thematic Analysis.

This will be one of the first studies of women science teachers in South Asia to capture the
complexity of science teacher identity construction. The outcomes of this study will provide
recommendations for how teacher education programs in Bangladesh and similar contexts in
the Global South can incorporate gender-inclusive programming for future science teachers.

Parents partenaires en enseignement: De la pratique à la théorie
Awa Ndiaye (elle)

La période de confinement conséquente à l’épidémie liée à la COVID a mis en exergue
l’importance pour les parents et les enseignants du « faire ensemble » pour la réussite, le
bien-être et l’épanouissement de chaque apprenant (Périer, 2021). En ce sens, le
coenseignement parent-enseignant en salle de classe pourrait s’avérer être une stratégie
originale et prometteuse, notamment pour palier au recul alarmant des apprentissages en
mathématiques des élèves franco-ontariens qui ont sous-performés lors des derniers tests
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provinciaux (MEO, 2022). Les études portant sur le coenseignement parent-enseignant dans
un contexte post-pandémique se font rares, et les retombées de ce type de partenariat sur les
élèves, les enseignants, les parents, l’école et le conseil scolaire sont méconnues. Cette
recherche porte sur l’intérêt du coenseignement parent-enseignant. Concrètement, nos
objectifs de recherche sont : les conditions et les valeurs nécessaires pour planifier une
situation de coenseignement, les impacts sur le niveau d’engagement des apprenants en lien
avec leurs habiletés d'apprentissage et habitudes de travail (HAHT) et le type de démarche
que doit effectuer l’enseignant pour coenseigner de manière efficiente avec les parents
partenaires dans sa salle de classe.

L’intégration efficace des parents en salle de classe nécessite la construction d’un partenariat
entre parents et enseignants basé sur des attitudes positives de la part de ces derniers telles
que : l’ouverture d’esprit, la motivation, l’empathie, le non-jugement et la disponibilité (Cortat,
2018). En effet, c’est à travers des actions et activités réalisées en commun, ainsi qu’en
mutualisant les capacités, les spécialités et les possibilités matérielles de chacun que les
parents prendront conscience des réalités vécues en salle de classe par leur enfant en tant
qu’apprenants, mais aussi par les enseignants (Corneloup, 1991).

Après un aperçu des données les plus probantes sur le sujet, nous présenterons le design de
la recherche-action phénoménologique à visée descriptive, interprétative et participative dans
laquelle nous souhaitons inscrire ce projet pilote. Les données seront issues de trois classes
d’élèves de 7e et 8e fréquentant l’école secondaire Ronald-Marion du Conseil scolaire
francophone Viamonde. Pour atteindre nos objectifs, dans la méthode associée à la collecte
des données, nous utiliserons un journal de bord, afin de rendre compte des échanges entre
l’enseignant et les parents (p. ex. courriels, entretiens physiques et téléphoniques, billet de
sortie, discussion de l'enseignant avec le groupe-classe). Ces interactions seront analysées
qualitativement pour faire dégager des conditions, des valeurs et la démarche (variables
incluses) pour la mise en place de situations de réussite de co-enseignement. Pour constater
les effets chez les apprenant.es, nous nous servirons d’entrevues semi-dirigées. Nous
envisageons de nous entretenir avec trois étudiant.es par classes. Le critère de sélection des
élèves prendra en compte leur rendement dans les habiletés d'apprentissage et habitudes de
travail (HAHT).

Les retombées souhaitées seraient de positionner de manière efficace les parents en tant que
véritables partenaires en éducation et plus particulièrement en enseignement, améliorer le
rendement global des élèves et leur bien-être et bâtir une esquisse de programme
coenseignement parent-enseignant » pour les enseignant.es interessé.es.

Explorer l'état de préparation du personnel enseignant à entreprendre l’ingénierie en salle de
classe
Janelle Fournier (elle/la/she/her)
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La technologie semble désormais omniprésente et incontournable dans notre société. Malgré
le fait que la prochaine génération de leaders a été exposée à une évolution de la
technologie, elle n’a pas nécessairement intérêt à contribuer à l'avancement de celle-ci et à
poursuivre des carrières liées à ce domaine ou, dans un sens plus large, au secteur des STIM
(Sciences, Technologies, Ingénierie et Mathématiques). Cela pourrait être une source de
préoccupation nationale, car nous nous attendons à ce qu'il y ait une plus grande demande
pour des membres du personnel formé dans les STIM, notamment en ingénierie. L'un des
moyens de remédier à cette problématique est d'informer les jeunes sur les professions en
ingénierie afin de les inciter à poursuivre des études et des carrières dans ces domaines.

Puisque le personnel enseignant peut avoir un impact significatif sur l’intérêt des élèves en
génie (Brophy, Klein, Portsmore et Roger, 2008), nous avons mené une analyse de contenu
pour déterminer l’état de préparation du personnel enseignant à entreprendre un
enseignement de l’ingénierie. Pour ce faire nous avons utilisé six articles traitant de
l’enseignement de l’ingénierie à l’élémentaire et au secondaire. En menant notre analyse de
contenu, nous avons ciblé trois attributs chez les personnes enseignantes, dont leurs
perceptions et leurs connaissances du contenu en génie et leur sentiment d’efficacité
personnelle (SEP) à enseigner l’ingénierie.

Nous nous sommes inspirés de la théorie sociale cognitive de Bandura pour comprendre ce
qui influe sur l’enseignement de l’ingénierie. Bandura explique que les perceptions influent sur
les connaissances du contenu et par conséquent le SEP.  Ensemble, ces attributs affectent
l’enseignement de l’ingénierie.

Nos résultats ont dévoilé que le personnel enseignant reconnaît l’importance de
l’enseignement du génie, mais n’a pas suffisamment de connaissances du processus de
design et son SEP est bas; ce qui fait en sorte que le génie n’est pas incorporé dans
l’enseignement en salle de classe ou est fait de façon limitée ou erronée (Brown, Brown,
Reardon et Merrill, 2011).

L’information recueillie lors de cette étude nous donne une meilleure idée de manières de
développer des formations qui répondent aux besoins du personnel enseignant (Hsu, Purzer
et Cardella, 2011), et ce, dans le but qu’il puisse inciter ses élèves à se diriger en ingénierie.

What might a pedagogy of love be? My initial conceptual theoretical framing
Candace Gallagher (she/her)

What might a pedagogy of love be? What might a pedagogy of love do? What relationalities,
complexities and challenges may need to be named, valued, and reframed to enact a
pedagogy of love within early childhood education?

This paper will present my initial conceptual theoretical framing of a pedagogy of love.
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I aim to uncover details/conditions I may have missed/silenced/erased/forgotten in my lived
pedagogy as an educator as I research, write and rewrite, entangled, challenging pedagogical
narratives. As I critically revisit and reconstruct narratives, I will strive to be ethically
responsible to the complexities of context and the lived experiences of educators, children
and families living and learning together. When thinking of relationalities as a way of mattering
to each other, a pedagogy of love would need to reflect these ever be/coming relational
entanglements.

Constructing my initial conceptual theoretical framing of a pedagogy of love I have chosen to
conduct a cross-disciplinary literature review on love as “…love must engage the breadth of
our humanity and the social and cultural identities that each of us bring to the spaces and
places where we reside” (Brooks, 2017, p. 111)–an effort to learn from and with diverse
viewpoints and perspectives. I choose to engage with professional resources, academic
research, activist literature, memoirs, and poetry to theorize a framework for practicing a
pedagogy of love.

In this paper presentation, I will share my initial conceptual theoretical framing of a pedagogy
of love that will support my research project, and my goal to be able to courageously enter
into challenges of raced, gendered, and ableist injustices and oppressions with children,
colleagues, and families. I acknowledge that this conceptual framing is not a universal set of
rules and boundaries. However, I am interested in how my initial conceptual theoretical
framing of a pedagogy of love works to open up my pedagogical narrations to uncover other
relationalities and complexities and challenges. My hope is to try out my conceptual
theoretical framing of a pedagogy of love.

The lived experiences of doctoral students through an equity lens
Jenny Stodola (she/her), Derya Sahingil (she/her)

Research within higher education contexts tend to be limited to the experiences of
undergraduate students (Sverdlik et al., 2018). The limited research on doctoral students’
experiences suggests there are many facets of the graduate student experience that are
underresearched and/or underappreciated (Sverdlik et al., 2018; Woolston, 2017). This may
have an adverse effect on the future of graduate studies in Canada (Sverdlik et al., 2018;
Woolston, 2017). Most existing studies lack a comprehensive perspective on doctoral
students’ lived experiences (Sverdlik et al., 2018).

Fourteen first-year PhD students (2021-22) in the Faculty of Education at the University of
Ottawa, English cohort, came together during the COVID-19 pandemic. A virtual community
spanning continents was built during online coursework. In creating a caring and authentic
community, we were able to share honest academic and personal advice, support, and
companionship. This safe space allowed us to critically and reflexively evaluate the positive
and challenging aspects of the system we found ourselves in, specifically the higher education
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sector in Ontario. Given how productive these conversations were, we wanted to extend this
conversation to the greater community.

Through an informal model of collaborative inquiry where “a group of individuals commit to
exploring an answer to a compelling question, through a cyclical process of experimentation,
purposeful action, and public reflection” (Townsend & Adams, 2008, p. 55) we aim to use
generative dialogue to learn from our lived and professional experiences as we conduct our
doctoral studies and imagine potentialities. Generative dialogue will allow us to conduct
professional conversations with our peers where we all act as active and committed listeners
to assist professional colleagues in developing new perspectives on an area of personal
challenge (Jäppinen et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2021); in this case, navigating our doctoral
studies and the university system as a diverse cohort of individuals.

As a subpopulation of graduate students, we are currently in the process of writing a collection
of articles considering the affordances and challenges of the first year of doctoral study
drawing extensively from lived experience through an equity lens to ignite conversations that
might support evolution in this academic space.

According to Leavy (2020), qualitative research opens up new possibilities in learning about
the social realities of life. Articles will often take on a personal narrative voice and/or be written
in the first person due to the lack of personal narratives of doctoral students in literature.
Clandinin & Connelly (1989), describe narrative method as fundamental in creating/inspiring
personal and social growth. “Narrative method, in its simplest terms, is the description and
restorying of the narrative structure of varieties of educational experience” (Clandinin and
Connelly, 1989, p. 4). In this ongoing qualitative project, the methodologies of each article
may differ to reflect the richly diverse realities of doctoral student authors, but aim to include:
an intersection of small literature reviews, lived experiences, and for some, informal
anonymous surveys of the community administered by co-authors. For authors who choose to
focus less on their personal lived experience and explore cohort-level experiences, they may
be further informed by informal interviews and additional generative dialogue with peers.

At time of abstract writing, we, as co-editors of the project, have clear article themes and
topics committed from co-authors. At the time of the JPDS, we will have access to first drafts
and will be able to discuss major and recurring themes explored by authors and begin to
propose ways forward and/or alternative framing of the first year of doctoral study.
Conversations stemming from the presentation will help inform article refinement.

How Trauma Impacts Postsecondary Aspirations: Intentional System Coordination to Support
In-Risk Students During Planning and Transition
Erin Anderson (she/her), April King (she/her)

  Students with lived experiences of trauma often display behaviours labeled as “bad,” when in
reality, their actions are a result of dysregulation due to trauma. Trauma is the individual
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response to a distressing experience that may be a sudden and isolated incident or may occur
over a period of time. According to CAMH, “traumatic events experienced early in life, such as
abuse, neglect and disrupted attachment, can often be devastating,” which is why we need
better interventions. Multiple traumatic experiences often lead to toxic stress, or the
overactivation of the stress-response system, which take a significant toll on one’s physical
and mental health, and educational persistence. Many youth experience trauma as a result of
marginalization. Larger implications speak to the gap in students being reached. A plethora of
literature speaks to at-risk youth, yet we prefer to use the term in-risk as it shifts the focus
from a deficit view to the systemic beliefs and processes that the educational system projects
upon these youth. For the purpose of this paper, in-risk will be used to suggest students have
lived experiences resulting in being in-risk of becoming early leavers and not being successful
in graduating from high school or moving onto postsecondary education. This paper explores
various forms of trauma found among students and discusses ways in-risk students can be
better supported by intentional partnerships between secondary school and postsecondary
staff, to answer the questions, how can support staff assist in-risk youth impacted in their
transition to postsecondary; and where are potential opportunities to engage in collaboration
with postsecondary support staff? We suggest ways educational systems need to shift to
support marginalized students through secondary school and into postsecondary.

This paper will be presented through a trauma-informed lens, complementing theories of
appreciative advising and sense of belonging. Belonging has been found to mitigate the
impacts of trauma on academic success and facilitate resilience among marginalized students
(Ezekiel, 2021), therefore, sense of belonging within the school community lays the foundation
for a productive, collaborative relationship. Employing a trauma-informed approach, based on
the CDC’s principles of a trauma-informed approach to working with in-risk students further
builds upon the strength of these interpersonal connections. These tenets will guide our
selection and analysis of the literature, particularly as it relates to recommendations for
increasing postsecondary aspirations among in-risk youth. Additionally, our recommendations
for postsecondary educators draw from appreciative advising (Bloom & He, 2008), which
focuses on a cyclical process of disarm; discover; dream; design, deliver; and don’t settle. As
appreciative advising practice is both collaborative and student-led, it is a trauma-informed
approach that creates a judgment-free environment for in-risk students to imagine and plan
future goals.

Based on our professional experiences as a secondary school administrator and
postsecondary academic advisor, we share observations that highlight a need to redesign
transition supports to improve educational equity. Through a comprehensive literature review
on how trauma impacts educational aspirations and attainment, we offer suggestions for
bridging the gap from high school to postsecondary for in-risk students and make
recommendations for education professionals working in both sectors.

We suggest next steps toward supporting students in a trauma informed way. Noting that not
all marginalized students have families who have navigated the system before and do not
always know that postsecondary is achievable, it is imperative to focus on building purposeful,
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positive relationships with students in secondary school in order to have a greater chance of
engaging them in school, preventing early leaving, and removing barriers to postsecondary.

Native and Non-Native English-Speaking Teachers
Kayla Michelle Paradiso (she/her)

RQ: What are the advantages and disadvantages of native and non-native English-speaking
teachers in the classroom? How are non-native English-speaking teachers breaking the
stigma of the “ideal” English-speaking teacher today?

The objectives were to see if there were any major differences between native and non-native
English-speaking teachers and if so, what they were. This was to understand the pros and
cons of their teaching abilities/styles, as there are still many biases against non-native
English-speaking teachers, (Ping, 2012).

It is important for readers to understand that this is not always the case and that, non-native
English-speaking teachers have many good advantages.

Data analysis was through a mixed method and research for the articles on the Ottawa
University databases, to find articles that spoke about non-native and native English-speaking
teachers. The articles were chosen to support the research questions and to specify the
advantages of both non-native and native English-speaking teachers but kept open to
international research. More articles were found to view the similarities and differences of
non-native and native English-speaking teachers and their educational/professional
background.

I found the important factors that students look for in a teacher, important characteristics that
benefit students, both pros and cons of non-native and native English-speaking teachers and
the discrimination still brought against non-native English-speaking teachers for future hire in
jobs. Teachers are still distinguished by their accents when speaking English and if they
completed their schooling in English or not. In Chomsky’s reading, he explains the
misconception that still surrounds the “ideal” speaker and how only native speakers are
viewed as the “ideal” English-speaking teachers, however, growing research does show that
there are many benefits of non-native teachers, shown in my research. This is the core of
non-native and native English-speaking teachers today.

This study used a systematic literature review to qualitatively analyze existing research data
on the relationship between non-native and native English-speaking teachers. This systematic
review observed mixed methods across existing research papers from Ottawa University’s
online databases, selected within the subject field of education.

The research was supported by 14 research articles. When researching and considering the
inclusion of articles, the ones found were researched by,
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1. Focusing the terms native and non-native English-speaking teachers.
2. Articles from 2010 – present day.
3. Adjusting subject field to “education” and research articles only.

When excluding articles from my search, articles were removed by,

1. Scoping out proper titles and abstracts, screened to remove any irrelevant articles.
2. Reviewed full text reliability.
3. Removed any articles that did not specifically share advantages and disadvantages of

native and non-native English teachers.

Four themes were found within the research articles that were important for the research; 1)
non and native English-speaking teachers perceived in the classroom, 2) non and native
English-speaking teachers self-awareness, 3) non and native English-speaking teachers
passion and dedication 4) Pros and cons of non and native English-speaking teachers
teaching abilities. Many of the findings iterated how the qualities of both teachers are
important to have in the classroom and that students care more about the teaching abilities
than the “English-ness” of their teacher, (He & Zhang, 2010). I looked at how characteristics
influence the teachers’ abilities (and not only educational background and accents) and the
many biases and misconceptions that still surround non-native English-speaking teachers. I
considered the advantages of the non-native English-speaking teachers, alongside their
disadvantages, while comparing the pros and cons of their teaching abilities.

Digital Inequalities in Ontario: A Collective Case Study
Frank Ventrella (he/him)

Despite there being a vital need to alleviate digital inequalities, which the pandemic has
brought to the world’s attention, to date there have been relatively few studies examining them
in Canadian contexts, let alone in Canadian educational contexts. The aim of this study is to
investigate the digital inequalities experienced by elementary school students in Ontario from
their teachers’ perspectives, therefore representing a stride towards filling this gap in the
research.

Digital equity research literature has shown that digital inequalities are tied to deeply rooted
social inequalities, including but not limited to socioeconomic status, education level, age,
race and ethnicity. Research points to a multi-level digital divide; the first is composed of
inequalities in device and internet access, and the second focuses on inequalities in digital
usage and skills. A third level highlights inequalities in digital empowerment (i.e., self-efficacy
and willingness to engage in online activities) and success in attaining offline resources using
digital technologies (e.g., watching YouTube videos to learn the rules of chess, resulting in the
newfound ability to play chess). Furthermore, Pierre Bourdieu’s (1986) notions of capital (i.e.,
economic, cultural, and social capitals) have been shown to be well-suited to empirically
examining digital inequalities. More recently, Ragnedda (2017, 2018) put forth the construct of
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digital capital as well. I use the digital capital concept in this study as a holistic amalgamation
of one’s digital access, usage, skills, and sense of empowerment.

In this collective case study, I examine in detail the perspectives of a subset of teachers (n=8)
within the larger sample of a SSHRC-funded study regarding Ontario elementary school
students’ digital literacies needs and their teachers’ digital literacies teaching practices, led by
professors Cotnam-Kappel and Hagerman at the University of Ottawa (see
https://equitenumerique-digitalequity.ca). During the primary study, semi-structured,
45–60-minute interviews were conducted with grades 4-6 teachers across Ontario (N=53). A
collective case study approach was selected for the current study to allow for an in-depth
exploration of multiple participants’ points of view in relation to the topic. In a series of phases,
I coded the interview transcripts using NVivo before performing thematic analyses with a
focus on inequalities of device and internet access, inequalities of digital usage and skills, and
inequalities of online empowerment.

The results indicate that (1) digital inequalities of access, use, skill, and empowerment persist
and are being exacerbated through their complex interactivity within these eight cases; (2)
teachers recognize digital inequalities, but experience difficulty describing and understanding
their interrelationships; and (3) students seem to be using their digital capital to acquire
additional digital and offline forms of capital. This study enables researchers in the field to
gain a deeper understanding of some of the experiences of teachers and their students in the
Ontario elementary school classroom as they relate to digital inequalities. Thus, it contributes
to the bodies of digital equity research as well as scholarship devoted to social justice in
Ontario and Canada. The results reflect the cyclical nature of digital inequalities and helps
confirm the concerns expressed by a number of digital divide researchers regarding the
possibility that pre-existing offline inequalities may be exacerbated through the use of digital
technologies. However, this study also makes suggestions for future research and policy
development that may prove useful in helping reduce the digital divide experienced by both
teachers and students.
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Examining the Ties and Influence of Philanthropic Foundations on Social Innovation Initiatives
in Canadian Universities
Daphne Varghese

This paper presentation will discuss a proposed PhD thesis project that seeks to examine the
network ties and influence of philanthropic foundations on social innovation (SI) initiatives in
Canadian universities. The proposed study will follow a multiphase, mixed-methods research
design, involving three interrelated projects (phases) building upon each other sequentially
(Creswell, 2015). These projects include: (1) generating an up-to-date, comprehensive
description and analysis of SI initiatives in the Canadian university sector, (2) surveying those
initiatives to create a series of social network maps and analyses of their various ties to
philanthropic foundations, (3) conducting subsequent interviews with key informants in select
SI initiatives to deepen an understanding of the influence of their ties with philanthropic
organizations on the developmental process of those SI initiatives.

SI process theory and the multi-level framework are two theoretical approaches that are used
as a lens to examine philanthropic foundations’ influence on SI in an institutional context. SI
process theory seeks to examine how an SI evolves and scales up to have an impact, which
therefore offers a lens to capture the phases of SI development (Mulgan, 2006). Philanthropic
foundations may play roles in one or more of these phases such as providing start-up funding
and networking opportunities, participating on advisory boards/committees, and supporting
research and development endeavours (Khurana, 2007; Quin et al., 2014). The multi-level
framework (MLF) can be used to extend SI process theory in the institutionalizing phase of the
SI process theory, as it considers the position of the SI initiative as a niche within the regime
of the university during its process of development (Geels, 2004; 2005).

Using a mixed methods approach for the study, the objectives for phase 1 is to (i) develop a
comprehensive understanding of the landscape of SI initiatives in (or directly associated with)
Canadian universities, and (ii) use these findings to inform the sampling in phase 2 of the
study, which will survey initiatives for their ties with philanthropic foundations. The
methodological approach for phase 1 will take inspiration from Milley et al.’s (2020) study on
the landscape of SI initiatives in the Canadian university sector, while adjusting for limitations
those authors reported in their study. Following Milley et al. (2020), data for this phase will be
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collected from publicly available sources (e.g., university and related websites) using a
structured template to guide, record and organize all needed data. The objectives of phase 2
are to (i) create a series social network maps of various relational ties of influence (i.e.,
funding and finance; advice, training, capacity-building; convening; other) that philanthropic
foundations have with SI initiatives in Canadian universities and (ii) analyze these maps to
uncover structures and patterns of influence of philanthropic foundations on those SIs. In
phase 3, I will conduct subsequent semi-structured interviews with key informants from select
SI initiatives who responded to the survey in phase 2 to deepen an understanding of the
influence of relational ties with philanthropic foundations at different phases of development of
their initiatives.

As the research for the PhD thesis project will begin in 2023, the findings at the time of the
presentation may present where I plan to go with my research based on the pre-liminary
results on phase 1 of this study. Findings from phase 1 will address whether there has been
an incremental increase of SI development in Canadian university campuses from the time of
Milley et al.’s (2020) study, as well as the SI initiatives that will be surveyed for phase 2 of the
proposed study.

A Narrative Inquiry into the Lived Experiences of Graduate Counselling Psychology Students
Working with Psychotherapy Clients
Kate Higgison (she/her/hers), Nilufar Mokhtarian (she/her/hers)

The purpose of this study was to better understand the lived experiences of graduate
counselling psychology students working with psychotherapy clients. In order to obtain insight
into this phenomenon, we developed our project surrounding the following research question:
What are graduate counselling psychology student narratives of their experiences working
with psychotherapy clients at their practicum?

We are using a narrative lens to frame the current research study. More specifically, we
wanted to create a safe space for participants to share their lived experiences, providing them
with the opportunity to assign meaning to their stories. Working within a narrative framework
means that we believe that stories and the meaning behind them are important and that they
have the power to capture human experiences (Clandinin, 2007; Riessman, 2008).

To recruit participants, the program director of Counselling Psychology at the University of
Ottawa contacted current practicum seminar professors on our behalf and asked them to
share our recruitment letter with their students, who were all second year Master’s
Counselling Psychology students currently undergoing their psychotherapy practicum. We
recruited four participants in their mid-twenties (75% female) on a first-come first-serve basis
for this study. Three are completing their practicums in Ottawa and one in Montreal. Practicum
settings include community organizations, post-secondary institutions, and private practices.
Participants meet with clients both virtually and in-person.
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We conducted four narrative interviews either virtually or in-person at the University of Ottawa.
The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed nearly verbatim to maintain participants’
personal nuances. All participants chose pseudonyms to protect their privacy. Participant
transcripts were re-storied (i.e., re-mapped) into four narratives that told a chronological story
of their practicum experience thus far. Re-storying participant narratives in semi-chronological
sequence was done via identifying the fundamental elements of the narrative (such as the
setting, characters/participants, actions, problem, and resolution; Creswell & Guetterman,
2019). Thereafter, we used Braun and Clarke’s (2012) six-step thematic analysis to
methodically identify and consolidate thematic patterns that show meaning across narratives
(i.e., the data set; Braun & Clarke, 2012).

Seven major themes were identified through thematic analysis: 1) absence of practical
training for provision of psychotherapy, 2) uncertainty surrounding the expectations and
responsibilities of practicum students, 3) mixed feelings surrounding the practicum application
and interview process, 4) feelings of incompetence, 5) importance of the supervisory
relationship, 6) therapist-in-training role adjustment is emotionally and cognitively taxing, and
7) sense of personal and professional fulfillment. Based on the stories told by these four
participants, it appears that there is a need for greater information, supportive guidance, and
practical training from program staff to better prepare students for their practicum experience,
as well as to mitigate self-doubt and feelings of incompetence. It appears that
psychoeducation and support (e.g., teaching coping skills) around feelings of incompetence
would be beneficial as a part of counselor graduate training. Nevertheless, despite the
challenges that participants highlighted, they told stories that shone a light on the meaningful
and poignant experiences their practicums have sparked, contributing to both personal and
professional growth and fulfillment.

Portrait des pratiques d’enseignants de l’Ontario francophone utilisant la littérature
bi-/plurilingue
Melissande Trottin (her/elle), Joel Thibeault (il/lui)

Un nombre croissant d’études porte sur l’utilisation de la littérature bi-/plurilingue dans divers
contextes scolaires (Fleuret et Sabatier, 2019 ; Osorio, 2020 ; Paolacci et Gobbé-Mévellec,
2022). Ciblant les avantages liés à son utilisation en classe, ces recherches décrivent
toutefois moins comment elle peut être utilisée concrètement dans les salles de classe.
L’objectif de cette communication sera donc de décrire les pratiques d’enseignants utilisant la
littérature bi-/plurilingue dans les écoles ontariennes de langue française.

Pour conceptualiser cette recherche, nous avons recouru aux travaux relatifs aux pratiques
d’enseignement. Ces pratiques, constituant l’un des facteurs les plus influents sur
l’apprentissage des élèves (Altet et al., 2012), gagnent ainsi à être au cœur des
préoccupations en didactique. Eu égard à la lecture, elles se divisent habituellement en trois
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moments complémentaires (Dionne, 2021 ; Lépine, 2017 ; Montésinos-Gelet et Dupin de
Saint-André, 2018) : (1) avant la lecture, (2), pendant la lecture et (3) après la lecture

Les données nous permettant de satisfaire notre objectif ont été collectées grâce à un
questionnaire et à des entrevues semi-dirigées réalisés auprès de trois enseignants à
l’élémentaire et de deux enseignants au secondaire. Plus précisément, ils nous ont décrit, par
l’entremise de trois livres bi-/plurilingues qu’ils ont choisis, leurs façons de mettre en œuvre
les trois moments d’une pratique en lecture. Cette communication portera particulièrement sur
les résultats d’une analyse thématique réalisée à partir des entretiens.

Les résultats montrent que les enseignants mettent en place des pratiques déjà décrites dans
la recherche sur l’utilisation de la littérature monolingue, mais qu’ils les adaptent pour mettre
en valeur le caractère bi-/plurilingue des titres choisis. Un de nos résultats les plus saillants
est que les enseignants se servent de ce médium pour améliorer les compétences
langagières en français, tout en légitimant le répertoire de connaissances linguistiques
plurielles des élèves.

Pratiques éducatives ouvertes au postsecondaire en milieu minoritaire francophone au
Canada : défis et possibilités pour viser l’équité linguistique
Catherine Lachaîne (elle)

Cette étude qualitative explore les pratiques d’enseignement courantes des professeur.e.s,
bibliothécaires et chargé.e.s de cours au postsecondaire en contexte francophone minoritaire
et en quoi ces pratiques correspondent ou non aux pratiques éducatives ouvertes (PEO).
Nous abordons ce sujet sous la perspective des enjeux d’équité auxquelles font face les
communautés francophones minoritaires au Canada. En utilisant des approches
pédagogiques innovantes, inclusives et qui reflètent la diversité (Farmer et Lory, 2019),
comme des ressources éducatives libres (REL) et les PEO en français en contexte minoritaire
pourraient le faire, les professeurs peuvent avoir un effet positif sur le maintien de la langue
française en milieu linguistique minoritaire et réduire les écarts de représentativité et
reconnaissances sociales. Toutefois, des défis existent (Bali et al., 2020 ; Croft et Brown,
2020 ; Cronin, 2017 ; Lambert, 2018) et très peu de recherche a été faite en milieu
minoritaire, d’où l’importance de mener une étude pour mettre en lumière la complexité
d’adopter des PEO dans ce contexte.

Des recherches récentes sur les PEO abordent le sujet dans une optique d’inclusivité et de
justice sociale (Bali et al., 2020 ; Croft et Brown, 2020 ; Hodgkinson-Williams et Trotter, 2018 ;
Jenkins et al., 2020 ; Lambert, 2018 ; Thorne, 2016). Sachant que l’éducation ouverte et les
REL se veulent un moyen de donner accès à des ressources éducatives, d’offrir la possibilité
de les modifier, et de démocratiser la création et le partage de connaissances, nous devons
tout de même nous pencher sur l’impact du discours de l’éducation ouverte sur les questions
d’équité et d’inclusivité par rapport aux étudiant.e.s. Voulant créer un environnement stimulant
pour les étudiant.e.s, les professeurs doivent être conscients de la manière dont les
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populations historiquement sous-représentées sont systématiquement et socialement exclues
d'une pleine participation à ce type d’activité (Croft et Brown, 2020).

Cette étude qualitative et exploratoire avait comme but d’explorer les pratiques
d’enseignement courantes des professeurs, bibliothécaires et chargés de cours au
postsecondaire en contexte francophone minoritaire et de déterminer si ces pratiques
correspondent à des PEO. Les données du questionnaire ont été analysées de façon
descriptive et qualitative sous forme d'analyse thématique. Le questionnaire contenait 38
questions, organisées en quatre thématiques: technologies, pédagogie, collaboration entre
professeur.e.s et étudiant.e.s, et langue. Ces questions nous on permis de mieux comprendre
si les répondants connaissaient les principes de l'éducation ouverte et si leurs pratiques
d'enseignements intégraient certains de ces principes. Au total, 68 questionnaires complétés
ont été retenus pour l’analyse des résultats (n=68). Les données offrent une bonne
représentation nationale avec des réponses de huit provinces. Durant cette présentation, je
ferai un bref retour sur chacun des thèmes générés en donnant des exemples concrets.

Les résultats de notre collecte de données pancanadienne dévoilent des connaissances et
applications limitées des PEO, un manque de ressources en français pour soutenir les PEO
et une reconnaissance du potentiel important des PEO au postsecondaire en milieu
minoritaire francophone. Bien que la réutilisation et le partage de contenu ouvert ou libre
mentionné par les répondant.e.s constituent les approches ouvertes les plus appliquées, les
données nous indiquent que les pratiques sont surtout ponctuelles et qu’elles ne s’appliquent
pas nécessairement dans tout le processus d’enseignement et apprentissage, donc à la
pédagogie dans son entièreté. Cette recherche nous montre qu’il y a assurément un intérêt
de cours de créer, intégrer et partager plus de contenu ouvert, adapté et représentatif de la
réalité francophone minoritaire, mais des défis et limites majeurs, particulièrement liés au
contexte francophone minoritaire, s’interposent.

Une revue de la portée sur la (cis)hétéronormativité en contexte de formation à
l’enseignement en éducation physique : une histoire (qui sera) répétée
Nicolas Gourde (il/lui)

À l’échelle internationale, de plus en plus de recherches s’intéressent aux questions
rattachées à l’(hétéro)sexisme et la 2SLGBTQIA+-phobie. Quant au domaine de l’éducation,
plusieurs de ces questionnements gravitent autour de l’éducation physique (ÉP), où des
conditions particulières établissent, délimitent et régulent ce qui est acceptable ou ce qui ne
l’est pas selon le sexe/genre/sexualité. Depuis longtemps, les recherches témoignent que
l’ÉP est un site particulièrement délétère pour les filles, certains garçons et, surtout, les élèves
2SLGBTQIA+ en raison de son emprise d’idéologies aux assises binaire, essentialistes,
différentialistes, et hétéronormatives. Contrairement à la littérature plus large en contexte
d’enseignement en ÉP, les recherches en contexte de formation à l’enseignement en ÉP
faisant la lumière sur les mécanismes sociaux (re)producteurs et transformateurs de ces
idéologies, à savoir de la culture académico-sportive genrée, sont étonnamment peu
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volumineuses. Cela dit, l’analyse documentaire présentée permettra de retracer les différents
chemins empruntés par les recherches féministes travaillant sur ces sujets.

Plusieurs concepts forment la toile de fond sur laquelle repose ce projet de recherche. Si l’un
de mes intérêts est de cartographier la littérature portant sur un sujet particulier, c’est que je
m’intéresse aux différents chemins empruntés par les chercheuses et chercheurs le formant.
Je m’aligne principalement avec les concepts d’orientation et d’arrière-plan que présente Sara
Ahmed dans Queer Phenomenology (2006). L’orientation concerne « la direction que nous
prenons et qui met certaines choses et pas d’autres à notre portée (Ahmed, 2006, p. 56,
traduction libre), tandis que l’arrière-plan consiste à ce qui est hors de notre portée, ce qui est
perdu de vue, voire oublié. Ainsi, ces concepts me permettront de cartographier ce corpus en
présentant le « où », le « qui », le « quoi » et le « comment » de ce dernier. Plus précisément,
je souhaite offrir une occasion de réfléchir critiquement sur les 40 dernières années de
recherche en posant les questions suivantes : Où sommes-nous allés ? Qui avons-nous
rencontré en chemin ? Qu’avons-nous fait ? Où nous dirigeons-nous ? Qui avions-nous oublié
? Et que devrions-nous faire ?

Initialement développée par Arksey et O’Malley (2005), la revue de la portée (scoping review)
est une méthode de recherche documentaire permettant de cartographier un corpus de
recherche liée à un domaine en particulier afin d’identifier les tendances et les angles morts
de ce dernier (Daudt et al., 2013). Ce type de revue me permettra notamment de fournir une
vue d’ensemble complète et panoramique du terrain (Davis et al., 2009), permettant ainsi
d’examiner l’étendue, la variété et la nature du corpus de recherche (Tricco et al., 2018).

C’est avec un certain optimisme cruel que présenterai les trajets empruntés par les
chercheuses et chercheurs d’auparavant. Reflétant sur près de 40 ans de recherche, mon
analyse témoigne que, malgré les efforts et les avancées de ce courant de recherche,
nombreux silences préoccupants perdurent, notamment à l'égard de l'intersectionnalité, et
des personnes 2SLGBTQIA+. Enfin, plusieurs silence académiques dénotent que s’il est
question de cartographie, cette carte est l’une aux chemins sans fin.

Le porte-parole patronal en situation de négociation intraorganisationnelle dans les rapports
collectifs de travail d’un centre de services scolaire du Québec
François Grégoire (il)

Cette recherche traite de la négociation intraorganisationnelle (négociation intra) sous l’angle
du praticien, porte-parole patronal à la direction des ressources humaines dans un centre de
services scolaires du Québec, lors du déroulement d’une situation de négociation collective.
La négociation intra est une négociation qui se révèle lors de conflits internes pouvant
survenir entre les acteurs d’une même organisation. Dans le cas présent, il s’agit d’acteurs
appelés à intervenir au sujet des propositions de négociation que le porte-parole présente à
ses mandants. La négociation intra est souvent méconnue et identifiée par certains auteurs
comme étant la « boite noire » de la négociation collective. La question principale au cœur de
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cet présentation est de connaître ce que fait le porte-parole patronal de la direction des
ressources humaines en situation de négociation intra d’un centre de services scolaire du
Québec pour obtenir ses mandats de négociation?

Au moyen de l’approche écologique du développement humain de Bronfenbrenner (1979,
1986; Johnson, 2008), je fais appel aux systèmes mobilisés (micro, méso, exo, macro, onto et
chronosystème) afin de fournir une description systémique de la situation de pratique
professionnelle du porte-parole relevant de la question principale. Une recension des écrits de
la négociation intra m’a permis d’en identifier les éléments principaux que j’ai regroupés,
selon moi, en cinq thématiques (processus, intérêts divergents, communication, stratégie,
interdépendance) qui posent les jalons du cadre d’analyse retenu pour cette recherche de
type qualitatif.

C’est à l’aide d’entretiens d’explicitation (Vermersch, 1991) auquel je me suis soumis, à titre
de chercheur praticien, ainsi que trois de mes homologues vivant une situation de pratique
professionnelle similaire à la mienne, que les données sont obtenues. La transcription
verbatim des entretiens a été analysée à l’aide de codes émergents qui ont été par la suite
associés aux cinq thématiques de la recension des écrits.

Les analyses réalisées ont permis d’identifier 95 comportements clés, rassemblés en 15
actions spécifiques du porte-parole en situation de négociation intra.

Les résultats mettent en évidence, qu’en fonction de la situation de négociation intra auquel il
est confronté, le porte-parole mobilise ses actions en ayant recours aux comportements clés
émanant des cinq thématiques identifiées pour obtenir ses mandats de négociation. En outre,
les techniques d’animation utilisées occupent une place notoire. Par ailleurs, en permettant
notamment aux gestionnaires en administration de l’éducation et aux praticiens en relations
du travail, de situer leurs actions en fonction d’un cadre d’analyse branché sur la réalité d’un
praticien, cette recherche contribue au développement de mes propres zones de
développement professionnelles et à celles d’autres praticiens. Enfin, le développement
d’indices permettant d’orienter la stratégie utilisée par le porte-parole en situation de
négociation intra est identifié, parmi d’autres, comme étant l’une des pistes à explorer à
l’avenir pour les praticiens de la gestion.

Pedagogical Possibilities and Limitations of Implementing Seamless Learning Environments
(SLE) for Second/Foreign Language Education: A review
Shaily Zolfaghari (she/her/elle)

Objective: To introduce seamless learning as a component of mobile learning, review the
pedagogical possibilities and challenges of implementing a seamless learning environment for
adult second and foreign language learners, and to examine the potentials of SLE
implementation to enhance and optimize the language learning experience for English as a
second or foreign language learners. This paper is part of an on-going doctoral dissertation
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titled "Implementation of Seamless Learning Environment in Second/Foreign language
Education: A Lever for Optimizing and Enhancing the Learning Experience of Adult ESL/EFL
Learners."

Theoretical Framework: Social Constructivism. The application of this theory is founded on the
concept that learners posses intrinsic motivation and are largely autonomous due to the fact
that their understanding of the existing concepts is subject to significant restructuring that is
aligned with their personal experiences within their social sphere (Perry, 1999).

Conceptual Framework: Distributed cognition. A concept which proposes that learning is
socially distributed among learners in technology mediated spaces (Hollan et. al, 2001).

The cognitive perspectives of the social constructivism framework state that cognition in
individuals is influenced by their interpersonal interactions and learning environment (Kim,
2001). The distributed cognition framework corresponds to this statement in proposing that
cognition is distributed among individuals through social collaboration and interactions with
their environment and materials (Hollan et al., 2000; Hutchins, 2000). Accordingly, the Critical
Participatory Action Research (CPAR) methodology, as defined below, is best suited to
investigate the learning processes of adult ESL/EFL learner communities in a SLE, for a
critical reflective collaboration of the researcher and the participants.

Participatory Action Research (PAR) is a qualitative research methodology that requires
in-depth understanding, ethical and emotive consideration, and is distinct from other
qualitative methodologies in being a democratic, equitable, liberating, and life-enhancing
inquiry (McDonald, 2012). This approach to research seeks to disrupt existing power
structures and empower those most affected by the system. The ideal intention of this
approach is to place the participants in the research as equals with the researcher (Boyle,
2012). Rather than positioning the researcher as an external observer, attempting to instill
change within a community, the action researcher is viewed as a trusted and active member
of the participating community, trying to incite change from within the system. While Critical
Participatory Action Research is used as a methodology in the original research, it does not
apply to this particular paper as it is essentially a review of literature from a social
constructivist epistemological perspective.

This research is on-going as part of my doctoral dissertation. Findings are to be determined
following the completion of my research. This paper will be focused more on the theoretical
and pedagogical aspects of implementing an emerging education technology for language
learners and the possibilities and challenges it presents.

The Relationship between Pre-Service Teachers’ Academic Engagement and Their
Commitment to Teaching as a Career Choice
Seyed Hossein Kalati (he/him)
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Protecting pre-service teachers’ commitment to teaching is a critical issue due to the global
teacher shortage and high turnover rate (Carter, 2021). Recently, research has shifted from
determining why people choose to become teachers to determining what influences teachers’
commitment (Watt et al., 2014). In this regard, this study investigates the relationship between
pre-service teachers’ academic engagement and their commitment to teaching as a career
choice, and whether gender moderates that relationship.

Engagement is multidimensional and often separated into behavioral, emotional, and
cognitive engagement (Fredricks et al., 2004). Behavioral engagement (BE) refers to
students’ participation in academics as well as their attendance and participation in classes.
Emotional engagement (EE) refers to students' reactions to the teacher, their peers, the
course content, and the class as a whole. Cognitive engagement (CE) refers to the students'
investment in learning and encompasses factors such as their willingness and consideration
to expend the effort necessary to comprehend and master difficult tasks.

Blustein et al., (1989) developed the term “commitment to career choices,” and defined it as
the point at which an individual has an explicit sense of his or her occupational preferences
along with a strong bond to a specific set of career goals. Commitment to career choices has
two independent dimensions; Vocational Exploration and Commitment (VEC) and the
Tendency to Foreclose (TTF). The VEC refers to a continuum from an early uncommitted,
exploratory phase to a highly committed, confident phase. The TTF refers to a continuum from
openness to various experiences to being closed to options other than one’s own vocational
choices during the commitment process.

Related studies indicate a significant relationship between academic engagement and
commitment to career choices (e.g., Watt & Richardson, 2008).

The study was conducted with 225 pre-service teachers (age; M= 22.76, SD= 3.12, gender=
181 women) during the academic year 2020 in the Faculty of Education at a public university
in Turkey. Participants completed a demographics survey, the University Student Engagement
Inventory (Assunção et al., 2020), and the Commitment to Career Choices Scale (Blustein et
al., 1989).

The results of hierarchical regression analysis revealed that while emotional engagement (B=
-.32, t= -4.69, p<.001) predicts VEC, (R^2= .13, F(4,218) = 6.42, p< .001), behavioral
engagement (B= -.15, t= 1.94, p<.05) and cognitive engagement (B= -.27, t= -3.53, p<.01)
predict TTF, (R^2= .06, F(4,218)= 3.25, p< .05). Moreover, gender moderated the relationship
between emotional engagement and VEC (B= -.44, t= -3.15, p<.005; R^2= .17, F(7,215)=
6.37, p< .001).

Coping with Loneliness
Alexia Quraeshi (she/her)
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In light of recent events such as the pandemic and the vast amount of isolation that people felt
the world wild I wanted to examine the literature to see what coping mechanisms were most
effective to manage feelings of loneliness. However, since the pandemic disrupted students
during a crucial time in their educational development I wanted to understand what would
work for them. Specifically, what coping mechanisms for loneliness work for Canadian
university students?

The theoretical framework uses a 'subjectivist' framework because the topic is inherently
subjective (O’Leary 2021, p.8). This framework is important to keep in mind because
gathering qualitative data from the participant will give us a better understanding of the
experience of loneliness as well as the effectiveness of the coping mechanisms. This is why in
our methodology we would include qualitative methods like interviews to understand the
participant's subjective experience. However, using a subjectivist lens does not limit us to
simply using qualitative data, we can also use quantitative data via ordinal scales such as the
UCLA scale used in the studies by Alkan (2014) and Fuente et al. (2018). Using quantitative
methods would also help us understand how often these coping mechanisms are used and
complement the data gathered by the qualitative interviews. Using the subjectivist framework
is key and will guide us to understand the data without limiting the proposed study.

In order to reflect the subjectivist framework, the proposed study would use a 'mixed
methodology approach' in order to get a better understanding of loneliness and the
effectiveness of different coping mechanisms (O'Leary, 2021, p.178). The methodology would
use methods like surveys which will allow participants to rate their level of loneliness using the
UCLA scale like in the studies done by Alkan (2014) and Fuente et al. (2018). We would also
use the 'Brief Cope Questionnaire' used by Alkan (2014) in order to compare the different
coping mechanisms (p.1082). Finally, to get a better understanding of the participant's
experience we would also conduct qualitative interviews which are inspired by research done
by Hussin et al. (2021) & Labrague (2020). By using both of these approaches we can get a
better understanding of the experience of using these coping mechanisms as well as how
frequently these coping mechanisms are used. The use of quantitative and qualitative
methods can support each other and give us a clearer picture.

When looking at the literature which focuses on researching the effects of loneliness, it's clear
that university students are under-researched. Loneliness is important to study because it
affects academic performance (Alkan, 2014; Quan et al., 2019) and symptoms of depression (
Raut et al 2014; Fuente et al., 2018; Vasileiou et al., 2019). Researching the effects of
loneliness can also help us prepare if something like the pandemic were to happen again
(Labrague et al., 2020; Hussin et al., 2021; Phillips et al., 2022). There needs to be more
research done to understand how Canadian students can effectively cope with loneliness. By
using a mixed methodology approach, we can hopefully get a better idea of what techniques
can work for students.
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Understanding Students' Experiences and Social Perceptions of Their Peers in Linguistically
Diverse Mathematics Classrooms
Yutao Zhao (he/him)

What are students’ experiences and social perceptions of their peers in linguistically diverse
mathematics classrooms?

This study intends to fill a research gap by investigating perceptions from the students'
perspectives in a multilingual mathematics classroom. The study focuses on participants’
experiences and their perceptions of their peers in linguistically diverse mathematics
classrooms.

Three participants are University of Ottawa students. I conducted semi-structured interviews
with two of them, and the third participant chose to respond to a questionnaire; he returned his
response and consent form via electronic transmission.

The purpose of the analyses is to comprehend the experiences and perceptions of the
participants in linguistically diverse mathematics classrooms. The interview data from the
audio recordings was transcribed into a Microsoft Word document. The data were coded
using NVIVO into four categories: educational background, language background,
mathematics experience, and multilingual experience. Under the mathematics experience
category, a perception category was created to identify the responses of participants
regarding their peers.

While all three participants studied mathematics in their second languages during secondary
school, Iron Man reported fewer linguistic difficulties than Thor and Hulk. It is possible that
Hulk and Thor had a harder time discussing mathematical problems with their peers. In high
school, all of Iron Man's classmates spoke English, his native tongue. In contrast, Thor and
Hulk's peers spoke languages that were not their native tongues. Even though Iron Man and
his peers studied mathematics in a second language, they were still able to communicate and
help one another in a language with which they were "comfortable." In contrast, Hulk and Thor
were required to communicate with their peers in a language that was foreign to everyone.
Hulk admitted that she desired to assist her struggling classmates in mathematics, but her
limited oral proficiency prevented her from doing so. It is possible for high-achieving students
to want to help low-achieving students but be unable to do so due to language barriers.

In addition to linguistic differences, the three participants' cultural backgrounds may have
influenced their participation in mathematical discussions. Hulk observed that "East Asian
students" exhibited reluctance in class discussions despite being able to answer the debated
question. These students did not actively participate, but "[would] answer" if other students
asked them a question.

The second finding relates to students' perceptions of their teachers. Iron Man claimed that
his high school science teacher "didn't really know what he [was] doing" and that "no one
really learned anything." In addition, Hulk recognized that her business calculus professor's
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accent and teaching methods made his lessons difficult to comprehend. The professor
"[found] it difficult to teach in English" and primarily "used a presenter to point on the screen
and used words to teach." As a result, many students chose to attend classes taught by a
different professor. One possible explanation was that the teachers did not ensure students'
comprehension of the course material.

Mathematical Competence and French Immersion in New Brunswick: Exploring Gatekeepers
to Official Language Bilingualism
Julianne Gerbrandt (she/her)

The French Immersion (FI) program in New Brunswick is a political lightning rod, with recently
announced changes fomenting increased uncertainties about the status of minority languages
in Canada's only officially bilingual province. Though much remains uncertain with a
framework that is still under development, the Minister of Education has suggested that
mathematics would no longer be taught in French (Government of New Brunswick, 2022). My
doctoral work explores the following research questions:

1. How does the proposed “French for all” program in NB reveal dominant attitudes about
learning mathematics in NB?

2. What are the characteristics of the FI mathematics field?
3. How does embodied cultural capital manifest in perceptions of mathematical

competence in the FI mathematics classroom context?l

My perspective of the FI program in NB is informed by Bourdieu and Passeron’s (1977) work
examining the reproductive function of education in society. I will be using Bourdieu’s ‘thinking
tools,’ namely his concepts of habitus, field, and cultural capital to describe, analyze, and
question the experience of learning mathematics within an elementary FI context. Bourdieu’s
concepts will help me to reveal the underlying structures that shape students’ experiences,
surfacing the systemic challenges that disproportionately exclude some students from
learning French as a second language.

This paper presentation describes my proposed methodological approach, which draws from
the tradition of sociological case studies in education. The case, defined as the elementary FI
mathematics classrooms within a single school, will be investigated using individual
interviews, classroom observations, field notes/journaling, and document analysis.

In this way, I will identify sources of tension that have influenced attitudes towards the
suitability of immersion for students experiencing difficulties in mathematics.
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Educational leadership and ethical decision-making: A comparative case study of public,
private and independent K-12 schools in Ontario
Meg Garrard (she/her)

Education leaders regularly face dilemmas in decision-making that significantly impact school
operations, school culture, and student outcomes. Little is known about the relationship
between school governance and ethical decision-making for education leaders in different
school contexts, particularly at the K-12 levels despite a dramatic shift from public to private
(Government of Canada, 2021; MacPherson, 2021). The research questions for this study are
therefore: How do school governance structures influence ethical decision-making for K-12
school leaders? and what kinds of ethical dilemmas are faced by education leaders in K-12
schools working within different governance structures?

The multiple paradigm approach for school leader ethical decision-making (Shapiro &
Stefkovich, 2022), helps to frame and understand leadership behaviours. This includes
considering the ethics of justice, critique, care, and the profession. Understanding that schools
operate as systems is a further critical underpinning of this research. A pragmatist worldview
(Marchetti, 2021; Morgan, 2014), shapes the research design, strategy, and methods.

A comparative case study (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Yin, 2018) constitutes the methodology for
this research. Participants occupy formal school leadership roles and are associated with one
of the three governance structures that make the case types (private, public, or independent).
A qualitative research approach is used to build six cases for comparison: 2 of each
governance type. Three interviews per case and document analysis of school policies,
practices, student data, school websites, funding, and financial information will comprise the
data. Interviews are focussed on workplace influences, value conflicts, and the impacts on
school function and operation as related to decision-making when facing ethical dilemmas.

It is expected that by March, data collection will be underway, however there are no findings at
the time of writing this application. The results of this study will build understanding of the
influences of education leaders’ ethical decision-making. With increasing numbers of students
transitioning away from public schooling to schools with different governance models, it is
essential to understand implications for ethical decision making among the school leaders.
This can help inform best practices for school governance and build decision-making
frameworks and policies for school leaders that can benefit all children.

Supporting Safer Spaces: How School Administrators Shape the School Culture for Sexual
and Gender Minority Students
Ariadne Jevnikar (she/her/elle)

Objectives: This research aims to address a gap in knowledge by examining the influence of
principals on the school culture for sexual and gender minority students. I will explore how
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sexual and gender minority (SGM) students can be best supported and safeguarded in a
school setting and how principals' beliefs and attitudes toward LGBTQ+ issues contribute to
the well-being of SGM students.

Research Question: How do school administrators in publicly-funded high schools in Ontario
influence the school culture for sexual and gender minority students?

Theoretical Framework: An essential concept that shapes my research design is critical
heteronormativity (Leinonen, 2020; Schneider, 2013). Cameron and Kulick (2003) outline
heteronormativity as mechanisms in society that promote heterosexuality as the most natural,
assumed, and desirable identity. Critical heteronormativity stems from queer theory, that
challenges normative constructions of sexuality and gender and contributes to inclusion and
equality (Motschenbacher, 2011; Pawelczyk et al., 2014). In my experience as an educator,
normative constructions, or generalizations, can be found in a variety of capacities in
education. Some examples are: all students will learn while sitting quietly in rows while a
teacher lectures, the promotion that everyone should attend university as a post-secondary
option, and the assumption that every student has a mum and dad at home. Hetero- and
gender normative assumptions continue to be seen with the organisation within schools of
bathrooms, change rooms, field trip permission forms, health class topics, sports teams, and
general curriculum, as well as other areas. Such generalization of sexuality and gender in the
school system can have damaging consequences. It is important for researchers to continue
scrutinizing how heteronormativity functions within educational systems as it impacts the
policies, procedures, and curriculum (Hernandez & Fraynd, 2014). The system in which high
school principals operate presumes that they, their staff, and their students all fall into gender
normative and heterosexual categories. As such, I will be mindful of this lens as I analyze the
depth and breadth of the articles I included in my review.

Methodology: This exploratory quantitative research study will involve school administrators at
publicly-funded high schools in Canada, with a specific sample of Ontario principals. The
participants will be asked to complete an online survey using Qualtrics. The survey will
contain demographic questions to enable the measurement of predictor variables as well as
questions that use a 7-point Likert scale. Examples include: “I have an influence over the
general climate at my school; It is important for schools to have a Gay-Straight Alliance; I feel
comfortable speaking about sexual and gender minority-related matters with my staff.” Survey
data will be assessed to identify significant differences among the principals. Multiple
regression, a statistical tool, will be run to identify which predictor variables demonstrate the
most significant relationship. Some of the information that will be examined regarding the
principals will be their age, the highest level of education attained, and their number of years
of experience.

My research study has yet to be conducted, and will not be completed by the time of the
symposium.
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A Critical Synthesis of the Literature on How Therapists-In-Training Experience of Feelings of
Incompetence
Tessa Natale (she/her), Nicola Gazzola (he/him)

In this presentation I will provide a critical synthesis of the literature on the experiences of
feelings of incompetence (FOI) as described by therapists-in-training. Through examining
various therapist factors, such as therapist FOI, we are able to inform psychotherapy practices
with a view toward improving (a) client care and (b) therapist development. This is particularly
important since a therapist's tendency to experience self-doubt, such as FOI, may negatively
impact the therapeutic outcome (Theriault & Gazzola, 2008, 2009, 2010). The following
research questions will be used to guide the synthesis: (a) what are the sources of FOI in
therapists-in-training? and (b) how do therapists-in-training cope with FOI?

Research has shown that the efficacy of counselling is diminished if the therapist presents
anxiety in their role or does not demonstrate mastery (Tsai, 2015; Royse-Roskowski, 2010;
Lambert, 1989). Recent research has identified FOI as a potential process factor that may
impact the therapeutic outcome (Theriault & Gazzola, 2008, 2009, 2010). FOI is defined as
“moments where a therapist’s belief in [their] ability, judgment and/ or effectiveness is
diminished, reduced, or challenged internally” (Thériault & Gazzola, 2005, p.12). Research
has consistently demonstrated that FOI exists on a continuum, although the
therapist-in-training perspective has yet to be uncovered (Thériault & Gazzola, 2005, 2009).
This pivotal stage in counsellor development includes many novel experiences, such as the
study of various treatment techniques, which increase therapists’ self-doubts regarding their
competence and subsequently hinders their learning (Morrissette, 1996; Rønnestad &
Skovholt, 2013).

In this presentation I will offer a critical synthesis of the literature in order to increase our
knowledge of how therapists-in-training experience FOI. This will contribute to my thesis on
the topic. The literature included in this synthesis was retrieved using the databases of APA
PsycInfo® Proquest, PubMed, and Google Scholar. Sources were also taken from reference
lists of other research studies on FOI. The current literature used within this synthesis spans
from 1989 to 2015, although current research for newer sources is underway. Through
reviewing the scholarly literature on FOI, we are able to better understand FOI, inform
counsellor education, and will keep both client and therapist welfare as priorities.

The findings of the study will be the results of my synthesis of the literature on FOI, providing
a better understanding of the topic and why it is of importance.

Critical Synthesis of the Literature on Cross-Cultural Clients' Experiences with Therapists'
Self-Disclosure
Nadine Samaroo, Nick Gazzola (he/him)

The current presentation will offer a synthesis of the existing literature on therapists’
self-disclosure and the potential harmful effects, when used with cross-cultural clients. The
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guiding research question is: how do cross-cultural clients (i.e. Canadian immigrants)
experience and respond to Western/Canadian therapists' self-disclosure? While this synthesis
may mention benefits, the harmful effects of therapists' self-disclosure will be the emphasis,
as there is a greater risk for harm when there is a cultural gap between therapists and clients.

Therapists’ self-disclosure refers to the sharing of experiences, emotions, knowledge and
personal views, in response to clients (Dewane, 2006). Their self-disclosure can improve
therapy outcomes, or hinder them when not used appropriately, especially with multicultural
clients (Farber, 2006; Cherbosque, 1987, Burkard et al., 2006). For example, immigrant
clients may not associate with Western experiences, and may have different culturally-driven
therapy expectations (Toukmanian & Brouwers, 1998). Thus, when therapists self-disclose
their Western experiences or perspectives, this highlights disparities between them and the
client. Also, cultural countertransference occurs when therapists attempt to share knowledge
on a client’s culture, but instead engage in harmful cultural stereotypes (Lee, 2014).
Therapists themselves also experience hesitancy or feelings of incompetence on how to
self-disclose with clients of different cultures (Sunderani & Moodley, 2020). Since immigrants
account for around a fifth of Canada’s population (Statistics Canada, 2022), it is crucial to
examine the existing literature on therapy with culturally diverse populations.

The initial step for conducting the literature review included locating articles on therapist
self-disclosure as a therapy tool in general (according to Western theories). Next, I found
articles discussing the differing cultural expectations for self-disclosure and Canada's diverse
population. Finally, I was able to synthesize the theoretical and empirical literature on
therapists' self-disclosure with clients of different cultures. In order to find these articles, I
utilized databases such as ERIC, APA PsychInfo, and Scholars Portal Books. The literature
comes predominantly from psychology, psychotherapy, and education fields. Often I would
skim the citations on a useful article in order to find similar articles on therapists'
self-disclosure that were relevant. I did not have a specific time-frame for the selection of
articles, however, I attempted to include recent and pertinent studies on this topic. My thesis
supervisor had also provided me with some articles he was familiar with on therapist
self-disclosure. My thesis supervisor was involved in this literature review process as he
provided feedback on multiple occasions on areas that required further development.

The implications are that we can identify the best practices based on the scholarly literature
that will inform counselling pedagogy and future research with culturally diverse clients. Due
to the growing immigrant population in Canada, there is a heavy responsibility on therapists to
ensure that the mental health needs of this minority population are adequately met. In a more
general sense, this literature review can increase awareness for anyone interested in how to
navigate cross-cultural exchanges more mindfully and in a culturally-appropriate manner.
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Les conceptions et les pratiques enseignantes issues du Cadre européen commun de
références d'enseignants de FLS en Ontario
Samantha Van Geel (she/her)

Quelles sont les conceptions de l’enseignement et de l’apprentissage et les pratiques
enseignantes issues du Cadre européen commun de référence d’enseignants de français
langue seconde en Ontario?

De cette question découlent trois objectifs :

1. Identifier les conceptions de l’enseignement et de l’apprentissage d’enseignants de
FLS de l’Ontario relativement au CECR.

2. Décrire les pratiques enseignantes issues du CECR de ces enseignants.
3. Expliciter les liens entre les conceptions et les pratiques.

J'ai rédigé un cadre conceptuel autour de trois concepts. Le Cadre européen commun de
référence (CECR), les conceptions d'enseignement et d'apprentissage et les pratiques
enseignantes. Par exemple, le CECR (2001, 2020) est un outil de référence publié par le
Conseil de l'Europe et utilisé mondialement qui fournit une ressource commune pour
l’enseignement, l’apprentissage et l’évaluation des langues secondes ou étrangères. Ensuite,
les conceptions d'enseignement de d'apprentissage se réfèrent au sens qu'un enseignant
donne à son enseignement (Chan et Elliot, 2004). Finalement, les pratiques enseignantes se
composent de l’ensemble des pratiques professionnelles, ce qui inclut l’interaction avec les
parents, la planification de l’enseignement, l’acte d’enseigner, etc. (Altet, 2008).

Cette recherche s’inscrit dans un paradigme épistémologique constructiviste. Ainsi, j'ai utilisé
une méthodologie qualitative qui m'a permis de mener huit entrevues semi-dirigées auprès
d'autant d'enseignants. Je me suis engagée dans une analyse thématique des données.

Les enseignants estiment que le CECR permet de comprendre clairement la définition du FLS
et sa séquence d'enseignement, que les pratiques d'enseignement issues du cadre favorisent
le développement de compétences authentiques en FLS chez les élèves, et qu'il existe des
liens entre les conceptions (système de croyances) et les pratiques à ce sujet.

Research Synthesis of Experienced Psychotherapists Self-Care Practices During the
COVID-19 Pandemic
Adams Alex (he/him), Nicola Gazzola (he/him)

The proposed research project will examine how the Covid-19 pandemic has impacted
psychotherapists’ self-care during the pandemic. This research synthesis will be guided by
one overarching research question: “How has the COVID pandemic impacted therapist
self-care practices?
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Understanding through research synthesis therapists’ experiences of COVID pandemic and
how it has impacted their self-care will help us understand what therapists need to practice
and to implement better pedagogical and therapeutic services for client welfare.

Research has suggested that over half of psychotherapists experience burnout (Simionato, &
Simpson, 2018). However, there is significant evidence to indicate that increases in self-care
are associated with decreases in burnout and emotional exhaustion (Elliot, 2021). Self-care is
defined by the Canadian Psychological Association (2017) as to “engage in self-care activities
to avoid conditions (e.g., burnout, addictions) that could result in impaired judgment and
interfere with their ability to benefit and not harm others” (p. 22, Canadian Psychological
Association, 2017). A therapist’s self-care is vital, so that they still effectively help the suffering
of the client (Ammar, et al., 2020). Evidence suggests there is value in therapists addressing
self-care within their day-to-day practice, which can improve the therapeutic experience for
clients (Baker & Gabriel, 2021).

Meanwhile, research on the Covid-19 pandemic has shown that isolation has had a negative
effect on people’s mental well-being (Ammar, et al., 2020), including that of mental health
practitioners. In addition to the widespread conversion to conducting therapy online, many
therapists were subject to the common features of the pandemic, struggling to manage
childcare, illness or even death in the family, isolation, loneliness, and substance use
(McBeath, 2022). Thus, it is important to understand how psychotherapists managed their
own self-care during the Covid-19 pandemic because a counsellor’s distress and burnout may
adversely impact client welfare

Self-care is an ethical responsibility for mental health care professionals. A lack of self-care
has been shown to lead to emotional unavailability, poorer connection, and abuse of power
with clients (Wityk, 2003). Therapists who do not form an adequate connection with their
clients are at elevated risk of unethical behaviour with their clients because of a diminished
capacity to provide a competent therapeutic service (Wityk, 2003). A better understanding of
therapist self-care during the Covid-19 pandemic will help therapists practice ethically and
professionally with their clients and thus increase the likelihood of positive therapeutic
outcomes. This research would serve a pedagogical function, potentially informing counsellor
education as well as clinical supervision

Using research synthesis of the literature to understand therapists’ experiences of COVID
pandemic and how it has impacted their self-care will help us understand what therapists
need to practice and to implement better pedagogical and therapeutic services for client
welfare.

We will get an understanding of the literature on therapists’ experiences of COVID pandemic
and how it has impacted their self-care will help us understand what therapists need to
practice and to implement better pedagogical and therapeutic services for client welfare.
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Understanding School Attendance: Experiences from Educational Hubs for Inuit Youth
Rieley O'Leary (she/her)

Chronic absenteeism, typically defined as missing 10% of school days, is associated with
early drop-out (Christle et al., 2007), lower academic achievement (Gottfried, 2014) and poorer
mental health (Gase et al., 2014). In Canada, FNMI students experience more chronic
absenteeism than their non-FNMI counterparts and consequently experience lower academic
achievement and engagement in schools (Auditor General of Canada; Crooks et al., 2015;
Fowler & McDermott, 2020). Few studies have attempted to investigate factors that contribute
towards chronic absenteeism among FNMI youth and none have taken a community-based
perspective that include data from students, parents, and other community members
(Aglukark & Rogers, 2022). My study will seek to further our understanding of chronic
absenteeism among Inuit youth with a sample of students, parents, and staff of an alternative
learning Centre for urban Inuit youth called Educational Hubs. My research will strive to
answer the following research questions: (1) How is the school attendance and participation
of Inuit students understood and experienced by key stakeholders of the Educational Hubs?
(2) How does the hubs use of culturally sensitive programming influence students’
engagement and attendance?

FNMI populations attend schools in a primarily colonial context, potentially developing a
prolonged mistrust and disengagement with educational institutions as a result (Fowler &
McDermott, 2020). Moreover, generational trauma, social and economic factors relevant for
many FNMI families may interfere with their child’s ability to attend school (Aglukark &
Rogers, 2022; Raham, 2009). Culturally relevant programming is one approach to improving
the academic and attendance-based outcomes among FNMI youth (Castagno & Brayboy,
2008; Crooks et al., 2015). The hubs were designed as a culturally relevant and inclusive
learning space for students, providing a novel context to understand attendance. Research
prompts will draw on the existing theoretical underpinning of the hubs in relation to
attendance and engagement for the students, where culture, health, academics and recreation
contribute to the development of the whole child.

My study is a qualitative investigation of the Educational Hubs, focusing on the whole
community's understanding of student attendance and engagement within them. All research
materials will be co-developed by the researchers and community Centre partners as a part of
a respectful and integrative Indigenous research approach. Additionally, all practices will be
grounded by the First Nations principles of ownership, control, access and possession
(OCAP®; FNIGC, 2022). Sharing circles will be held with students, parents, and staff for data
collection. Sharing circles for this setting are more culturally sensitive and allow the
researcher to co-facilitate with participants, promoting and establishing a rapport for trust and
comfort (Hunt & Young, 2021). An inductive thematic analysis will be conducted to allow key
themes to emerge from the stories and experiences of the individuals in the hubs (Braun &
Clarke, 2006).

As this is an ongoing project, the researcher will be discussing any initial findings from
preliminary data collection. Furthermore, the researcher will discuss the process of engaging
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in community-based participatory Indigenous research and the co-collaborative undertaking
of this work.

Mathematics Learning in a Computer Programming Environment: Co-actional Phenomenon,
Mathematical Significance and Computational Thinking
Wendy Forbes (she/her)

The purpose of this study is to explore the nature of interactions between learners and their
environment as they use programming for mathematics learning. Specifically, the study will
investigate the co-actions emerging from the interactions of students enrolled in Mathematics
Integrated with Computer Application (MICA) courses in which they design and implement
interactional environments for mathematics investigations in an Ontario university. In other
words, this research seeks to understand how learners shape and are simultaneously shaped
by their environment while doing mathematics using programming. Co-action involves
exploring the dialectic relationship in which a cognizing agent perceptually guided actions
define the learning environment and the environment’s actions that perturbs a learner’s
sensorimotor capacities to enable perceptually guided action (Varela et al., 2016).

Research Question

1. What is the nature of co-actions between the mathematics learners and their
environment where learners do mathematics using programming or coding
(mathematics programming environment)?

1.1. In what ways do the perturbations prompt computational thinking for
mathematics learning?

1.2. How do learners respond to the perturbations within a mathematics
programming environment?

1.3. How do learners shape the programming environment for mathematics
learning?

While much work has been done to explore the integration of technology in mathematics
education, there is still much to be considered pedagogically and theoretically to understand
interactional possibilities to advance CT while sustaining mathematical, conceptual
understanding (Abrahamson & Sánchez-García, 2016; Buteau et al., 2017). Thus, with the
increased introduction of technological platforms, there is a call for continued research to
understand learning contexts, tools, and theoretical frameworks to facilitate interaction that will
optimize the development of CT and content-specific competencies within non-computing
subjects (Bower & Falkner, 2015; Drijvers, 2015; Guzdial, 2008; Lee, et al., 2019).

In response, this research explores the co-action between learners and their environment as
they interact with programming for mathematics learning, employing an enactivist lens.
According to enactivism, is embodied action, a complex dialectic relationship between the
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body and its environment (social and physical). Varela et al.'s (2016) outline main points
encapsulating the enactivist mindset:

1. perception is embedded in perceptually guided action. That is to say “perception is an
active process. Without action there is no perception” (Reid & Mgombelo, 2015, p 172).

2. cognitive structure emerges from repeated sensorimotor patterns that determine
perceptually guided action (Varela et al., 2016); “Without a feedback loop of action and
perception, perception does not occur” (Reid & Mgombelo, 2015, p 172).

Using this theoretical framework, this study explore what guides the actions of learners as
they interact with a programming environment for mathematics learning.

Due to the exploratory nature of the question, this study employs a qualitative approach. In
addition, given the phenomenological root of enactivism, this research is informed by
phenomenology research method. To capture the richness of the emerging mathematics and
computational thinking skills arising from doing mathematics in a programming context, three
data collection methods were used: semi-structured, stimulated recall interviews with
exploratory objects (EOs) or learning objects (LOs), field notes, and student reflections.

Preliminary findings suggest that the dynamics of the learning environment including,
pedagogical approach, characteristics of the learner and nature of the tasks is involved in the
complex, embodied dialectic relationship between learners and their environment.

Publicly controversial issues in science education: Teacher perspectives, curriculum, and
evidence.
Paul Godden (he/him)

With this proposal for future research, I seek to identify how a purposeful sample of Ontario
science teachers engage with four socioscientific issues known to garner public (if not
scientific) controversy, in their teaching practice, and how these issues are represented in
relevant curricula. My research questions are:

1. How does the current Ontario secondary school science curriculum for grades 11–12
(Ontario Ministry of Education; OME, 2008), reflect current scientific consensus, with
reference to (i) the safety of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in human food; (ii)
the safety of vaccinations (particularly in children); (iii) anthropogenic (human-caused)
climate change; and (iv) evolution?

2. What are the perspectives of these teachers on the given topics, and how do they
influence their enactment of the Ontario science curriculum in practice?

The conceptual framework for this study builds upon conceptual categories discussed by
Zeidler and Sadler (2008), and the findings of Pedretti et al., (2008). They discussed
pre-service teachers expressing concerns with a perceived imbalance of power, as they saw
themselves relinquishing control of their roles as "gatekeepers of scientific knowledge"; the
result of which, might reveal biases in a particular area. A belief in the fixed roles of science
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teachers and students with respect to notions of control, is reflected in the literature on the
beliefs of teachers, and their influence on classroom practice (Bryan & Atwater, 2002; Haney &
McArthur, 2002; Wong & Luft, 2015). While a students' belief in the teacher as gatekeeper may
be relevant to this study and inform my conceptual framework, it is not acceptance of
scientific evidence, and does not mean that the teacher is accepting of that evidence. It is this
in-between space which I propose to examine, the gap between teachers’ belief in themselves
as the guardians of scientific knowledge, and their acceptance of scientific evidence.

Data will be collected in four stages:

1. Document analysis of relevant curricula (e.g., health, biology and chemistry).
2. Open-ended email questions
3. Analysis of teaching resources identified in stage 2.
4. Follow-up semi-structured interviews to expand upon themes identified previously.

Following receipt of a signed combination letter of information and consent, participants will
be emailed a list of open-ended questions regarding their engagement with the topics.
Participants will be selected on the basis of convenience with the aim of a sample size of n =
10–20. Curriculum content and participant responses will be coded using the content and
context analytic approaches outlined by Miller and Alvarado (2005), with themes classified on
a deductive, inductive, and abductive basis (Patton, 2002). Email questions are intended to
mitigate potential issues regarding participants feeling that their answers may unsuitable or
incorrect. Follow-up interviews may be scheduled to further investigate areas of interest
arising.

Since this is a proposal only, no data has yet been collected. However, initial analysis of
curricula for Ontario public schools has shown that the specified topics are included; and that
the grade 11 and 12 science curriculum has not been updated since 2008 (OME, 2008). In the
rapidly moving natural sciences—with the ongoing nature of publicly controversial issues such
as vaccine and climate science denial (Del Vicario et al., 2016; Vaccine Choice Canada,
2022)—I believe that it is vital that science educators are equipped with the tools to support
them in combatting misinformation in the classroom. It is questionable whether a 15 year-old
curriculum provides that support. My display will promote the underlying principle of my
doctoral research, that an understanding of teachers' perspectives in engaging with
controversial issues in science is a prerequisite for supporting teacher and student (Asghar et
al., 2007; Barrett & Nieswandt, 2010; Bryan & Atwater, 2002).

Rethink Classroom Assessment for Students' Wellbeing: The Changing Role of Teachers
Sumaiya Chowdhury (she/her)

The well-being of students is given importance in every single aspect of education. There are
sufficient theories of well-being; for instance, the Subjective Well-being Model (SWB) (Diener,
1984), Positive education, PERMA model (Seligman & Adler, 2018) and SWBM (Soutter et al.,
2014); are found which directly indicate how the well-being of students play a critical role in
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students achievement and learning (Bücker et al., 2018; Steinmayr et al., 2016, 2018).
Interestingly, no specific model or theory has been developed concerning classroom
assessment and students’ well-being though there are theories like “Side effects of
Assessment” (Rowntree, 1987) and a need for teachers, to have a specific direction in this
ever-changing era about how they can support wellbeing in every aspect of the classroom.
This study will play a significant role in developing a framework and empirical evidence for
“Classroom Assessment for well-being” from different social contexts.

This study focuses on exploring classroom assessment strategies for students' well-being
from two different social contexts; from the researcher’s academic positioning, and originality
positioning; that is, Canada and Bangladesh. However, the researcher also believed that it is
important to focus on the gaps/ effects in our classroom assessment before going for any
supportive strategies. Thus, the specific research questions of this study are: What side
effects are secondary school students in Canada and Bangladesh experiencing in their
classroom due to classroom assessment? How do the teachers play a role in triggering or
mitigating the side effects of classroom assessment in schools? How can teachers use
classroom assessment to support student’s well-being?

The conceptual frame of this study is influenced by the “Positive Psychology” perspective,
where well-being doesn’t only mean feeling happy (Forgeard et al., 2011), but having a
balance between assets and challenges (Dodge et al., 2012). A post-structural constructive
social context theory is applied to understanding and underpinning the theoretical base of this
study. This study will discover the new paradigm of classroom assessment, “Classroom
Assessment for Well-being,” by going beyond the three existing paradigms of assessment,
“Assessment of Learning,” “Assessment for Learning,” and “Assessment as learning,” using
the naturalistic inquiry model. A comparative case study model will be applied in both the
researcher’s academic and original positionality countries to explore the impact of social
context on classroom assessment strategies in relation to students’ well-being.

This study will follow a multiphase naturalistic enquiry model in each three case schools of
two different countries; Canada and Bangladesh. To explore the side effects of classroom
assessment, data will be gathered through classroom observation, interviews, FGDs, and
journal entries from the students and teachers. The collected data will be analyzed, and a
framework for “Classroom Assessment for Well-being” will be established through several
participant and expert workshops. In the third phase, the framework was then supported
empirically through classroom observations, interviews, FGDs, journal entries, and an
open-ended questionnaire with students and teachers in the case schools.

This is a work-in-progress study. The conceptual framework is in progress. However, from the
positive psychology of well-being (Bird & Markle, 2012), the researcher intends to find
strategies in classroom assessment in both the social context, which will help the student in
decision-making for their own assessment strategies, will create a sense of gratitude,
belonging and meaning in the classroom assessment, will create a close interpersonal
relationship when it comes to classroom assessment among students, teacher and school
authority, will create a cycle of life coaching for improvement and achievement.
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The meaning and practice of Scientific Literacy in schools: A literature review
Maria Josiane da Silva Nery (she), Paulo César Geglio (he), Giuliano Reis (he)

Scientific literacy has acquired a critical meaning by encouraging the exploration of scientific
knowledge through (1) the relationship between science, technology and society, (2) the
understanding of science as a collective historical human enterprise, and (3) the reflexes
cultural and attitudinal aspects of science on the subject, towards a global citizenship (Mun et
al., 2015). Thus, the objective of this work was to investigate, through a literature review,
whether the critical perspective of scientific literacy is being integrated into the practice of
science teaching in elementary and high schools.

Scientific literacy was once restricted to understanding concepts, phenomena and scientific
methodology. However, its meaning expanded, encompassing the perception of how science
and society influence each other (Laugksch, 2000). Today, it also involves cultural and
attitudinal aspects, implying that science education connects scientific knowledge to personal
and social life, stimulating among students the perception of themselves as global subjects
(Mun et al., 2015). Scientific literacy acquires a critical sense by encouraging the learning of
science through a reflective approach that highlights its social, cultural, and historical
character. However, little is known about how much of these changes have been incorporated
into science teaching in schools.

A systematic review of the literature was carried out. In the databases of high-impact science
teaching journals, we filtered articles containing the following terms: scientific literacy, levels,
assessment and indicators of scientific literacy. The inclusion criteria were: articles published
in the last fifteen years; clarity about the indicators of scientific literacy used; presence of the
search strings in the title or abstract; research focused on elementary and high school level.
The final sample resulted in 25 articles extracted from twelve scientific journals written in
Portuguese, English or Spanish. Next, we used the Discursive Textual Analysis method
(Moraes, 2003) to analyze the different categories of scientific literacy described in the articles
in order to determine the current scope of the concept and define the different domains that
compose it. We also conducted a survey of the indicators of scientific literacy used in the
science teaching practices described in the articles. The analysis of these indicators allowed
us to find out which domains were being fostered in the science classroom practices. In this
way, it was possible to determine if and how a critical approach to the concept was
incorporated into the practice.

Data from the sampled articles reveals that current concepts of scientific literacy extend over
five domains: (1) conceptual; (2) scientific work; (3) value of science; (4) science and society;
and (5) affective and attitudinal. The first two domains contain knowledge linked to elements
of the scientific production process, while the last three are composed of sociocultural
elements. However, not all papers addressed all five identified domains. For the most part, the
approaches privileged the domains that relate to scientific production (1 and 2). This result
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indicates that the theoretical expansion of the meaning of scientific literacy has not yet been
implemented in the pedagogical practices of elementary and high schools. The omission of
the critical aspect of scientific literacy may create space for the flourishing of a (neo)liberal
bias in education, that is, with a focus on the development of market-oriented individual skills,
as opposed to a citizenship-oriented education that is sensitive and active in relation to
current socio-scientific and environmental problems. The results of this review are being used
to create a scientific literacy test to be applied to undergraduate students to understand how
their scientific knowledge is associated with their ideological background and their attitudes
toward social-scientific issues.

The leaky pipeline of Women in Engineering: A survey of current engineering students and
implications for High school education
Leah Kristufek (she/her), Catherine Mavriplis (she/her)

Women continue to be a minority in engineering despite gender equity having been reached
in many STEM university programs. The lack of women studying engineering suggests a
failure to prepare and encourage women to consider engineering.

A survey of engineering students has been conducted to investigate whether men and women
feel the same sense of belonging.

A survey was developed to investigate engineering student sense of belonging. Answers to
questions about gender, ethnicity, year of study and program of study are used to identify how
experiences and perception differ between groups. Questions are expected to find
survivorship bias through differences between respondent groups and identify areas where
support can be focused to increase diversity in engineering.

Low female enrolment in engineering is an ongoing problem, often called a ‘leaky pipeline’
(Almukhambetova et al., 2021; Wells et al., 2018). Wells et al. highlighted how high school
women are less likely to enroll in high school physics which is a prerequisite for applying to
engineering, in 2016 only 34% of Ontario students taking 12U physics were female. Why
aren't women taking highschool physics? Did students feel valued in their highschool physics
courses?

When deciding on university plans, students often seek the opinions of their larger community,
including family, friends, and teachers. Wells et al. (2018) noted that female students who had
women in STEM in their lives were more likely to enroll in physics. Non-traditional gender
beliefs and the mothers level of education contribute to women successfully pursuing math
heavy STEM careers (Dicke et al., 2019). A familial connection to engineering prior to
university can be important to develop realistic expectations. What role do teachers have in
guiding students career choices?

It is generally accepted that many cultures historically have supported male children
preferentially with the expectation that they will be the main provider in their future household
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while women will primarily focus on childcare. Even in families without strong cultural gender
roles these stereotypes continue to be reinforced throughout education with women selecting
career paths that are more oriented around family and society issues (‘caring’ professions)
while men are more money oriented (Almukhambetova et al., 2021; Powell et al., 2012). Is
family structure a factor in women choosing to study engineering (e.g. do they have sisters,
brothers, both or no siblings?)

An online survey has been conducted of engineering students at university of Ottawa. The
survey was open to all engineering students currently studying at university of Ottawa and
took 10 to 15 minutes to complete. A variety of question formats were used including Likert
questions, multiple choice and short answer. There were two surveys, one for undergraduates
and one for graduate students and in all cases the responses were anonymous.

The survey was conducted in Summer 2022 through student group mailing lists. This
approach was not very effective, so in November and December 2022 class visits were used
to promote the survey (currently 115 undergraduate students have completed the survey this
fall).

The statistical approach differed depending on the question type. A weighted average
approach was used to evaluate the likert scale questions. For other questions data is
normalized (e.g. using percentage) with the number of responses in the group of interest
indicated on the figure. A margin of error may be calculated based on a 95% confidence
interval and 0.5 standard deviation.

The survey successfully identified differences between men and women's experiences.
Undergraduate women are more likely to have a parent who is an engineer and were less
likely than men to only have sisters. Mechanical engineering students were 20% more likely to
choose engineering without knowing engineers (50% compared to ~30%).

Exploring Therapists’ Use of Intuition in Psychotherapy
Mathieu Fortier (he), Nicola Gazzola (he)

While I draw from an extensive range of sources from various disciplines to present the
multitude of conceptualizations of intuition, I try to keep my discussion focused on how
intuition is used clinically in psychotherapy. While therapists may intuitively understand the
concept of intuition, it is difficult to conceptualize, comprehend, and know when (or how) to
apply it to improve clients’ therapeutic outcomes. Furthermore, despite therapists
acknowledging its use, few studies have explicitly focused on psychotherapists’ clinical
intuition (Stickle & Arnd-Caddigan, 2019).

What does the scholarly literature have to say about using intuition in psychotherapy?

“Clinical intuition is the acquisition of information about or relevant to the client and/or course
of therapy, attained by means other than overt communication, and used to advance the goals
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of therapy and the client’s well-being.” (Stickle & Arnd-Caddigan, 2019, p. 2). This concept
can be understood and defined in many additional ways, which I will unpack during this
presentation.

To conduct this critical review of the scholarly literature, I first used keywords such as “intuition
in psychotherapy” or “clinical intuition” to search the University of Ottawa’s Online Library and
Google Scholar. My research team also sent articles my way if they happened to come across
any. Then, after reading some of the articles and books on the subject, I located pertinent
source material from their references and continued like this until I found nothing new. I
focused on finding empirical studies despite most of the literature being comprised of
theoretical papers and books on the subject. In addition, I also came across many studies on
‘clinical intuition’ in other fields, such as medicine: but I often found that they used a very
narrow conceptualization of intuition. Again, these were outside of my scope of focus. In the
end, I only found seven empirical studies (two of these were entire books) related explicitly to
intuition in Psychotherapy (as of December 2022): I organized the information into tables to
compare their conceptualizations, epistemologies, methodologies, findings and implications.
However, because of the significant discrepancies in research approaches, assumptions, and
the complexities in synthesizing numerous results into a digestible format, I found it more
efficient to present a broader picture of the study of intuition: focusing on the various branches
of research, mainly their theories and conceptualizations. Some main findings and
implications for therapists, extrapolated from the literature, will be shared.

The implications are that expanding our vocabulary on the topic, recognizing its various forms,
and understanding its uses will help demystify and legitimize this vital component of human
interactions (and means to direct knowledge) (Stickle & Arnd-Caddigan, 2019). Therapists can
learn to use this powerful source of knowledge effectively and responsibly to complement
rational processes and theory as they navigate the complexities and unpredictability of the
course of therapy (Stickle & Arnd-Caddigan, 2019). Its applicability is broad and may be
universal, irrespective of psychotherapy theoretical orientations (Stickle & Arnd-Caddigan,
2019). Some therapists suggest it always plays a role (Charles, 2004; Witteman et al., 2012).
Charles (2004) goes as far as to demonstrate that intuition is such an integral component to
building a workable therapeutic relationship that we cannot even do psychotherapy without it.
Finally, it has implications for counsellor education and supervision, as well as for future
research in the domain of psychotherapist intuition (Charles, 2004; Stickle & Arnd-Caddigan,
2019).

Promoting Child and Youth Mental Health: A Call for Research on Parental Mental Health
Literacy Programs
Stephanie Drouin (she/her)

Due to the high prevalence and low treatment rates for mental health disorders among
children and youth, promoting their well-being is becoming a key priority in their development
(Tully et al., 2019). Researchers have discussed the need for targeted mental health literacy
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education programs to help prevent and treat mental health disorders in children and youth
(Hurley et al., 2020; Tully et al., 2019). Parental mental health literacy programs may be viable
for child and youth mental health promotion. The purpose of the proposed research was to
review the different typologies and effectiveness of programs designed to improve the mental
health literacy of parents about children’s and youth’s mental health.

The recent literature on parental mental health literacy programs relied on either Jorm et al.’s
(1997) or Jorm’s (2012) definition of mental health literacy, which includes (a) knowledge of
mental health disorders, (b) attitudes and beliefs about mental health disorders, (c)
help-seeking categories, and (d) treatment options that aid in recognizing, managing, and
preventing such disorders (e.g., Hurley et al., 2020; Tully et al., 2019). For this reason, I relied
on Jorm et al.’s (1997) or Jorm’s (2012) definition of mental health literacy for the proposed
research.

In this presentation, I review the literature on the types and effectiveness of parental mental
health literacy programs.

The results show that there are primarily school-based, community-based, and sports-based
programs with varying degrees of effectiveness. In future research, I propose conducting a
systematic review, relying on the mental health literacy definition by Jorm et al. (1997) and
Jorm (2012), to discover the range of types and effectiveness of parental mental health
literacy programs available. Future researchers could use the findings to inform the
development of such a program to improve parents’ and caregivers’ mental health knowledge
and promote children’s and youth’s well-being.

Educators Beliefs about the Suitability of French Immersion for Allophone Students in Ontario:
Exploring Diverse Perspectives on Language Learning and Inclusion
Emma LaFloor (she/her)

The objective of this research was to explore educators beliefs about the suitability of French
immersion for allophone students in Ontario. With differing viewpoints on this topic, the
question that this research explores is: What are the perspectives of educators and
administrators concerning the suitability of French immersion for allophone students in
Ontario?

French immersion education is often seen by many parents as a desirable stream for their
child to enter. It is important, therefore, to examine the perspectives of educators about the
inclusion of allophone students in French immersion programs. Many newcomer families
speak neither French nor English at home. In Canada, 20.6% of Canadian students have a
first language that is neither English nor French (Statistics Canada, 2014, as cited in Davis,
Ballinger, & Sarker, 2019). Many newcomer families speak neither French nor English at
home. In this research study, these students will be referred to as allophone students.The
participation of allophone students in official-language bilingualism within Canada’s French
immersion programs is not discussed at provincial or territorial levels and this has led to
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inconsistencies in allophones’ access to French immersion programs (Mady and Black, 2012,
as cited in David, et al., 2019).

A request for voluntary teacher participants was made, asking prospective participants to
complete a 5-minute, 17-question survey asking about their perceptions on their roles as a
teacher. The study was presented to them and they voluntarily offered their private email
addresses to have the survey sent to them. An online survey was sent via social networking
site Facebook to the private groups that support French Immersion teachers (Ontario Grade 1
& 2 French Immersion Teachers, OntarioElementary French Teachers, Grade 3 French
Immersion Teachers (Ontario), as well as Junior French Immersion Teachers (Ontario). This
survey was also sent to teachers and administrators that work at two schools in the
Ottawa-Carleton District School Board. TheWhen looking at the data, the following participant
demographics were noted, 24 teachers and administrators across Ontario, who teach or are
administrators at a school with the French immersion (Kindergarten-Grade 8)

With respect to future research, further attention must be given to the perceived suitability of
different French language programs for allophone students, including middle French
immersion. The vast majority of educators responded positively to survey items asking
whether they believed that allophone students should be included in immersion programs.
Many of the participants in this study were theoretically inclusive of allophone students in
French immersion, however, there was also an indication that some of the participants in this
sample held beliefs that may exclude allophone students from French immersion.
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